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Abstract 

The aim of this licentiate thesis is to explore the sociomaterial relationality of 

music composition education with digital hardware/software and its out-

comes. Two studies were conducted interleaved as original articles in the the-

sis. Article 1 explores learning in creational processes involving digital actants 

and two composers of contemporary art music. The posthumanist concept of 

the cyborg is enacted as a signifier for learning and becoming in relation with 

material actants. An interview with a composer and music application creator 

is analysed through a constructed posthumanist narrative entangled with the 

researcher’s narrative of a music creation process involving the app. Also, the 

app’s meaning-making capacities are entangled in the narrative. Results show 

that alignments between human and nonhuman actants constitute a part of 

learning in music composing practices. Artefacts move from being evident 

and present to becoming transparent and in a background relation during a 

learning process.  

In article 2 a composing assignment conducted in four year 9 classes in a 

Swedish compulsory school is explored. Employing the posthumanist concept 

compositionism as a research approach, educational activities are composed 

into assemblages of actants performing the outcomes of the activities. Results 

bring the human/nonhuman actants as hybrid originators of outcomes to the 

fore. Learning with digital actants also showed to be hardware/software spe-

cific when past experiences of music composing were limited, with the risk of 

reducing pupils to intermediaries of information between functions in the dig-

ital software. 



In the summarising parts of this compilation thesis, a background of the 

research field of didaktik and subject didaktik is delineated. Also, the distinc-

tion between didactics and didaktik is discussed and the reason for employing 

the Swedish/German spelling is explicated. Furthermore, a background of 

composing and music creation as subject matter in the Swedish school system 

is drawn. Theoretical and methodological approaches are further developed in 

the summarising parts. Posthumanism as theoretical onset has a profound im-

pact on understandings of relationality within educational activities and on 

how materiality is affecting learning. Methodological approaches are actuated 

in relation to the research material to find new meanings of sociomaterial re-

lationality in music education. 

As one outcome of reading the results from the studies through posthuman-

ism, the tentative term postdidaktik is proposed and discussed. Following the 

ontological turn of posthumanism that re-entangles human with nature and 

matter, postdidaktik becomes an implication for understanding learning in so-

ciomaterial relationality. This also affects an understanding of didaktik as les-

son planning, enactment, and analysis. The practical employment of postdid-

aktik is thus further delineated and proposed for further research. 

 

Keywords: Music education, Music composition, Digitalisation, Posthuman-

ism, Didaktik 
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Prelude 

Scene 1: There. Finished. A couple of months off-and-on composing followed 

by a two-week period of intense, almost around the clock work-spree and a 

new piece of music is printed out from the computer’s music notation soft-

ware. This slow relational process with the music and all the participants in 

this process; the computer, the software, music notation, musical instruments 

is where I feel most at ease and can get outlet for musicality. I’ve imagined 

the music in my head during the process, sometimes trying it out on an instru-

ment, reworking it to an extent where the premiere is almost redundant for my 

own materialization of the score. But handing over a new piece of music to 

accomplished musicians is always gratifying in a communicative sense. The 

sounding music read from the score conceptualizing my visions I always im-

agine as me playing together from afar, in time and space, and I can do it in 

my own pace. 

Scene 2: Press play. Turn page. Give cue. Tweak effects. Tentacles every-

where and complete presence is a requirement if not to mess up. The sketch 

conceptualizing the whole performance, written by hand and re-worked sev-

eral times together with my co-writer, now functions as a cue-score, in all its 

messiness, for me to give cues to the instrumentalists, the dancer, the singers, 

from behind my desk with the DAW1 setup. In parts I conduct the ensemble 

from the musical score with my composed music and arrangements, in parts I 

play live electronics. The performance as a whole relies a lot on all actants 

doing their part, when the performance goes well the connections between us 

feel like symbiosis. Since my responsibility is to have an overview, and direct 

 
1 Digital Audio Workstation 
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the various parts I sometimes stand at a distance so to speak, reaching in. Part 

of me acts like a fellow musician, part of me acts in relation to the digital 

things, like a cyborg. 

Scene 3: ”Can I show you a song that I made at home?” A question that I 

often get when working with composition and teenagers in the compulsory 

school music subject. “Of course!” surely must be the obvious answer for the 

dedicated music teacher? At least for my own part I still feel a bit moved 

whenever a young person finds a creative force in making music. I must admit 

that sometimes a thought that is a bit prejudiced has occurred to me “lets listen 

to the loops, from whichever software, that they put together so that we can 

go on and learn composition properly”. However, I have often been amazed, 

and often still am, over these young persons’ musical expressiveness and con-

versance with “their” musical genre, amplified by the digital relationality, 

proving me wrong again and again. Learning composition must be something 

more than just me dictating rules for how to create good music. It must be 

something more that exceeds what I have planned to happen, since something 

else always does happen. 
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Introduction 

These short narrative snippets from my own life as a musician, composer and 

music teacher serve as a backdrop for this study, as examples of musical be-

comings in sociomaterial relations. They can relate different musical becom-

ings with the ecology of music education. Becoming a musician, or for that 

matter becoming a musical person is pervaded with bodily and material rela-

tions. Not just the instrumentalist who train the body in relation to the instru-

ment, breathing exercises, finger technique training and more, but also the 

singer’s relation to her physical body and to acoustic phenomena and so forth. 

The body becomes shaped by the instrument and the body shapes the quality 

of sound generation, each instrument having its own manner of sound produc-

tion, which in turn becomes a phenomenon relating to this process of becom-

ing, enfolded in the very same iterative process.  

Also, becoming a composer, whether it be in electronic music or classical 

music (or any other genre for that matter), is iteratively enacted in relation to 

material participants, be it the pencil or the computer, also phenomena like 

genre conventions and more are participants of the enacted music. The mate-

rial-relational aspect, I argue, gives music composition a performative quality, 

which also historically has proffered certain kinds of music to come about. It 

is here this research is enacted, in entanglement with the material ecology of 

music education practices, as an interpretation of these compositional out-

comes. Making music is a constant flux of becomings enacted in a rapid speed 

due to, or thanks to, digital resources. For the pupils I meet, these resources 

certainly proffer music creating becomings in multiple forms, from melody 

making to creating rap beats, from music notation to instrument improvisation, 
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and the digital companions seems easily accessible and directly available to 

all, although with quite diversified outcomes.  

Perhaps this constant flux and multiplicity that we inhabitants of this world 

sometimes find it hard to keep up with (Braidotti, 2019), can be seen as salu-

tary for the democratization of music environments and proffer multiple be-

comings for creative musical prospects. In contrast, the pluriverse (Escobar, 

2018) of possibilities also needs to be problematized for what and who is dic-

tating the conditions for music creation, and to what end. Music composition 

outcomes in this world of multiple possibilities are emerging in diffracted light 

rather than in spotlight. Also, digital availability and multiplicity necessitates 

the music teacher to be alert to what is expected to be learnt regarding the 

relational aspects between outcomes, pupils, composing and digital actants. 

Preliminary theoretical concepts 

Research in education from a posthumanist theoretical understanding, where 

this thesis is positioned, is not very extensive, albeit a growing field of inquiry. 

There are differences in definition between the posthuman as a contemporary 

condition in society based on humanist assumptions on the one hand, and 

posthumanism as an ontological vantagepoint or as a discourse on the other 

(Braidotti & Hlavajova, 2018; Lovell, 2018). I use the term as the ontological 

vantagepoint or “the ontological turn” employed in posthumanist philosophy. 

Hence for readability, I propose some preliminary descriptions of theoretical 

concepts that are pervading the text. These extremely short accounts are over-

simplifications of complex philosophical concepts, and moreover, they can be 

understood from somewhat differing points of view depending on approach. 

However, accepting the risk of falsifications, they can be helpful to give a 

preliminary elucidation to their employment in this text. The concepts are 

more thoroughly examined and explicated in the theory chapter and in the ar-

ticles following later in this thesis. 
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 Actant – From narratology, an actant in a story can be an object, a concept, 

or a human. Sometimes the word actor is used to describe human participants, 

but in this text actant describes all that act in an activity. 

Agency – To exercise agency is to have the capacity to act in the environ-

ment of the practice where the actant finds itself. In the theoretical framework 

of this text, agency is understood as a phenomenon, not as an inherent capac-

ity. 

 Assemblage – A group, or groupings of actants. An assemblage is fluid, 

sometimes finding temporal stability. 

 Becoming – Subjects and objects are not essential beings. They are con-

stantly renegotiated through enacted, or performed doings in the world, in a 

perpetual becoming. 

 Entanglement – Individual actants cannot for themselves be accounted for 

outcomes of activities. Entanglement occurs when actants finds connection for 

a common purpose. 

 Human and nonhuman – A functional distinction to delineate actants. This 

is not, in the theory employed, a hierarchical distinction. 

Intra-action – Actants involved in an activity becomes to their potential 

within this activity, as opposed to having a predefined inherent capacity. It is 

from intra-action the phenomenon of agency emerges.  

 Multiplicity – The assemblages of actants are multiplicities. Also, all act-

ants are multiplicities connecting with other outside actants, which implicates 

activities are assemblages of multiplicities. 

 Performativity – An activity is shaped by the situated ecology of the present 

actants. Actants are not essential beings but are performed into shape in rela-

tion to other actants in enacted practices. Outcomes are effects of the per-

formative activities. 

 Relationality – All actants becomes particular beings in relation to other 

human and nonhuman actants in activities. 
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 Rhizome – A particular kind of root system consisting of transversal threads 

or lines which here serves as signification for the unpredictability of relations 

between all actants in activities.  

Formulating the research field 

The research subject of this thesis is subject didactics, or ämnesdidaktik2 in 

Swedish (UKÄ & SCB, 2016), with focus on music, delimited to music com-

position with digital hardware/software. To circumscribe the field for this the-

sis, a brief exposition of the different concepts is necessary.  

I will use the Swedish spelling of didaktik rather than the English didactics 

since there is a discursive discrepancy between them. Didaktik emerged as a 

research field in Sweden in the 1980s (Englund, 2007; Wickman, 2012; 

Wickman et al, 2018) although it has long been recognized as the teachers’ 

science for the profession in many European countries. By one understanding 

subject didaktik is positioned somewhere in between general didaktik and the 

academic discipline of the subject (Ongstad, 2012). The concept encompasses 

the scientific research field of analysing educational practices as well as the 

teacher profession knowledge of planning and analysing lessons (Nielsen, 

2005). 

Digital music  

Music and music creation as activities are in many forms entangled with tech-

nology. Consider for example the emergence of musical instruments and also 

present-day digital music technologies (Danielsen, 2017; Kjus, 2018; 

Ruthmann & Mantie, 2017; Valkare, 2016). The plethora of digital hardware 

and software, online and offline available today has transformed the ways in 

which music creation, consumption and distribution are being enacted 

 
2 See Previous research pp. 22-36 for a more extensive review of didaktik. 
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(Allsup, 2013; Partti, 2012; Ruthmann & Mantie, 2017). Streaming services 

and mobile digital devices have created a demand for perpetual availability of 

music and transforms the manner of how music is used as a commodity or as 

a personalized soundscape (Leijonhufvud, 2018). This availability and the 

multiplicity of possibilities it offers has produced online learning environ-

ments as well as reconfigured music creation education in schools (Ruthmann 

& Hebert, 2012; Ruthmann & Mantie, 2017; Schmidt-Jones, 2018). There is 

a multitude of music learning material uploaded by users on a multitude of 

digital platforms. There are collaborative online environments where users can 

create music and compose together, learn from each other, and share cultural 

objects, irrespective of how far apart on earth they are (Partti, 2012).  

Digitalization 

The ongoing digitalization of Swedish society also involves the school system 

according to the national strategy of digitalization stated by a governmental 

missive (Utbildningsdepartementet, 2017). Equal access to digital tools and 

their appropriate use in both pedagogical situation as well as in administrative 

are examples of guidelines stated for schools. However, since the school sys-

tem in Sweden has gone through a far-reaching deregulation, equal availabil-

ity, or even elemental availability, can be hard to govern. Due to this deregu-

lation the autonomy of school organization has increased but also inequality 

across the school system as a whole and specifically availability to digital tools 

(Skolverket, 2016). There are also differences between schools regarding to 

what length they allow pupils to bring in and use their own digital devices in 

the education context, even though the mixture of formal teaching interven-

tions and informal learning environments has increased in compulsory schools 

(Winman et al, 2018). Also, the diversified educational forms that digitaliza-

tion brings about is emphasized by authorities. The emphasis is on the need 

for how obtained knowledge can be validated, rather than on the forms in 

which it is obtained (Näringdepartementet, 2017). Digital learning 
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environments offer a multiplicity of possibilities for music education. How-

ever, compulsory education is regulated to base the teaching on science and 

proven experience, why digitalization is implemented somewhat in friction 

and discord. Traditions in music teaching are relatively strong (Williams, 

2017) which also opens up for a critique on the drawbacks in learning out-

comes that digitalisation brings (Thwaites, 2014) and towards over-digitaliza-

tion (Thorgersen, 2020). 

 When digital actants are proliferating and become ubiquitous, educational 

practices as enacted learning activities need to transform to be able to benefit 

from possibilities that emerge (Grönlund, 2014). However, classroom prac-

tices are relatively similar to pre-digitalization times (Cuban, 2013). Changes 

in practices and activities in relation to digital actants risk becoming an issue 

of educational efficiency. This risk pertains to governmental agendas and 

technological market advances, giving the actual actants, teachers and stu-

dents, little say about pedagogical implications (Salavati, 2016).   

Music creation/composition in school3 

Composition is written into the subject content section and also in the assess-

ment requirements of the syllabus for compulsory school year 7-9 in Sweden 

(Skolverket, 2018) which requires the pupils to make music from their own 

musical ideas. The current statement for grade E4 dealing with music creating 

activities is as follows: 

Pupils, on the basis of their own musical ideas, can create music by using voice, 

instruments or digital tools and explore and see how different combinations of 

musical building blocks can form compositions which after further work have 

a functioning form and an appropriate style. (Skolverket, 2018, p. 164) 

 

 
3 See Composition as subject didaktik pp. 29-34 for a more comprehensive passage. 
4 The grade system in Swedish curriculum comprises grades F-A where E is the least required 

to pass a subject. 
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In the time of writing the syllabuses included in the curriculum have been 

revised. The proposals were sent to the government for decision procedures 

during 2020 and when accepted they were supposed to take effect in July 

2021. However, due to lockdowns and restrictions following the pandemic, 

implementation of the revised syllabus was postponed to 2022. This proposal 

has a rewriting of the assessment requirements that is comprehensive in terms 

of significance for assessment practices of music teachers since the require-

ments are more general and not as detailed as in the 2011 syllabus. In the case 

of composition, it is still present in both assessment requirements and required 

subject content. Digital tools however are somewhat diminished in prevalence 

since they are only mentioned once in the required subject content paragraph 

and not at all in the assessment requirements (Skolverket, 2020). 

Music creation activities has shown to be somewhat neglected in many 

Swedish schools (Skolverket, 2015; Skolinspektionen, 2019). Perhaps some 

of it is due to music teachers’ prevalent self-identification as musicians rather 

than composers (Winters, 2012). Music teachers are not always confident in 

carrying through composition activities. This leaves an open space for digital 

hardware and software manufacturers to pervade the school market with their 

music creating products (Cuban, 2003), risking that pupils are learning a com-

mercial product rather than music composition, or that pupils are left to the 

informal learning via internet, leaving no guaranties for equal music educa-

tion. Digital music platforms and hardware/software should be valued as ena-

blers of possibilities, but also scrutinized and evaluated for, and through the 

educational outcomes that they procreate. 

Rationale of the thesis 

In a context where digital actants are part of daily life and almost every person 

attending compulsory school are entangled with their mobile device. Attention 

is here directed to this entanglement in relation to music education. Digital 
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possibilities for music creation are abundant, digitalization of the school sys-

tem is ongoing, and the intra-related activities and agencies that produce the 

compositional outcomes within music education need to be addressed and ex-

plored. What can learning and knowledge mean and what becomings can 

emerge from these entanglements.  

It is in this intra-related digital lifeworld the need to challenge and trans-

form presupposed assumptions about situated music education in general and 

composition activities involving digital actants in particular arose. The need 

for new outlooks on educational practices derives from experiences acquired 

during my own long-standing occupation in both music teaching and music 

composing. Also, the aforementioned digitalization 

(Utbildningsdepartementet, 2017) and transforming teacher-driven classroom 

practices in Sweden, involving digital actants, call for transformed under-

standings of how society comes to be. Of special interest is how educational 

practices are performed in situ (Bayley, 2018).  

On the premise to challenge assumptions, tentative and perhaps somewhat 

argumentative methodological approaches are put forward as emerged from 

the intra-actions with the research material. This is proposed from a post qual-

itative inquiry understanding aiming to avoid the reproduction of the same in 

pluralistic activities (St. Pierre, 2019a; 2019b). The rationale to engage with 

post-theories is to elicit new understandings for a perpetually becoming music 

education as entangled with digitalization’s impact on learning activities. 

These entanglement purports knowledges as ensembles of human and nonhu-

man others (Braidotti, 2019).  

Positioning of the researcher 

When conducting research in educational activities in the posthumanist sense, 

researcher and researched phenomena are seen as entangled. Rather than ob-

serving from outside and describing reality, the researcher enacts realities in 

entangled relation with the research (Hultin, 2019). The researcher becomes 
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involved with the educational practice being explored. By enacting the re-

search, the practice also transforms from this entanglement; a fluid co-becom-

ing of researcher and practice (Gunnarsson, 2018b). Rather than seeing the 

researcher as unfolding pre-existing phenomena through observation from a 

distance, the enacted research activity, music educational activity, phenom-

ena, materiality and so forth are instead enfolded in these performative reali-

ties (Barad, 2007). In this sense, the researcher engages with the complexity 

of practices that comprise multiplicities in entanglement. 

In the process of creating research the researcher becomes aware of their com-

plicit entanglement with a whole host of phenomena, with their participation in 

the creation of a phenomena via their very studying of it (Bayley, 2018). 

 

Also, this entangled relation is emphasized by my occupation as a music 

teacher and composer. The settings of the classroom as well as compositional 

doings are well-known realities for me. Also, the participants in the explored 

activities are aware of my background. Hence, we are connected in performing 

this reality of music education practices with the material and human actants 

in play and the research is an exploration of the relatedness between actants, 

rather than identifying the separate elements of the world (Sandvik, 2010). 

This can mean that my own presumptions about these practices would make 

me biased, thus compromising the validity of the studies. However, exploring 

connections between actants in the plane of immanence (Deleuze & Guattari, 

2013) acknowledges the plurality and complexities of educational activities 

and goes beyond the preestablishing of separate identities. Posthumanist re-

search means going beyond my presumptions and challenge them when rela-

tionality and connectivity becomes units for analysis. 
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Research aim 

The aim of this thesis is to explore the relationality of music composition ed-

ucational activities including digital hardware/software, humans and other 

cultural and material actants, and to discuss possible music subject didaktik 

implications.  

By enacting posthumanist sociomaterial theory, the purpose is to challenge 

humanist and anthropocentric presumptions of autopoietic human intentional 

agency as controlling teaching and learning activities and their outcomes. The 

sociomaterial theory approach serves the purpose of redirecting trajectories of 

thought from interpretations of compositional outcomes as solely relying on 

human intentional agency and instead open up for hidden and perhaps surpris-

ing actions and effects.  

Research questions 

1. How can sociomaterial assemblages be composed, decomposed and 

recomposed to make new meaning of digital music composition edu-

cation and its outcomes? 

2. How can music composition learning and becoming be enacted in 

relation with a non-linear digital actant?  

3. Which shifts in understandings of music composition education can 

be discerned from narratives of learning and becoming-with a non-

linear digital actant? 

Structure of the thesis 

This text is structured as a compilation thesis, with two independent articles 

as interleaved chapters in relation to the theoretical discussions made. The first 

study of the two explores compositional becomings in relation to a non-linear 

digital actant through a posthumanist narrative and the cyborg concept. The 
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second study explores a classroom composition activity and analyses the 

emerging outcomes as hybrid assemblages of human, cultural and material 

actants. The interleaving of the articles as chapters is done to emphasize the 

entanglement of the text(s) and the reasonings, to deepen and broaden them. 

Terms and concepts are reoccurring in the different parts of the thesis, alt-

hough in different relational assemblages. They are intra-acted with in relation 

to the different studies which can proffer a nonlinear reading as meanings are 

recursively created through the reading process. 

The thesis consists of eight chapters, starting with a prelude and introduc-

tion. Following chapters include previous research, theoretical framework, ar-

ticle 1, methodological approaches, article 2, recursive diffractions and intra-

actions and finally a discussion. In the prelude/introduction I give account for 

my approach to the subject emanating from personal experiences in compos-

ing and teaching. A preliminary explication of posthumanist concepts is then 

suggested for readability followed by a context formulation aiming to circum-

scribe where this study is situated. The rationale of the study is described as 

well as my position as researcher/music teacher/composer. The structure of 

the study is here summarized followed by the research aim and research ques-

tions.  

Following chapter presents previous research, giving account for didaktik, 

with the Swedish spelling, followed by a discussion on discrepancies between 

didaktik and didactics. Thereafter I share a short explication of posthumanism 

enacted in educational research. I then initiate a discussion on the tentative 

term postdidaktik in connection with posthumanist theory in education. This 

is followed by research on composition education and music creation in school 

together with composition as enacted didaktik in school settings. Accounts for 

critique as well as commendation of digital participants in the classroom are 

then proposed, completed with a summary of the literature overlook.  

The theoretical framework chapter firstly deals with onto-epistemological 

considerations and continues with Actor-Network Theory, sociomaterial 
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aspects in posthumanism and the cyborg concept. Hereafter article 1 is inter-

leaved as an examination of these concepts and approaches in music educa-

tion. The methodological approaches employed in the two articles respectively 

are then accounted for. Also, this incorporates a discussion on methodological 

choices and ethical considerations. Then, article 2 is interleaved in entangled 

relation, taking the examined theoretical approaches to the classroom. Here 

follows recursive diffractions and intra-actions as a discussion of the results, 

through intra-actions and recomposing with additional research material. The 

discussion chapter initiates a theoretical proposal for postdidaktik. Examples 

are also made concrete in educational settings, as well as suggestions for fur-

ther research.  
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Previous research 

In this overview of previous research, I will first give a short historical de-

scription of the Swedish term didaktik and its practical enactments. The selec-

tion of studies was made to primarily circumscribe the Nordic/Swedish con-

text and interpretation of didaktik as emerged from its German origin. The 

distinction between the terms didaktik and didactics is discussed further to-

gether with the motive for using the Swedish spelling. In addition, studies en-

acting posthumanist ontologies in a Swedish context within educational prac-

tices are accounted for in the following paragraph. The implication posthu-

manism has on didaktik assumptions are discussed within the understanding 

of the tentative term postdidaktik.  

The theme of this study is music composition. Hence, some studies in com-

position and music creation in educational settings are described in relation to 

the 2011 curriculum and syllabus (Skolverket, 2018). Music composition in 

the enacted didaktik setting, the educational practice, is portrayed and a dis-

cussion between advocates and critiques of digital actants in music education. 

Example of keywords when conducting the literature search were composi-

tion, music education, digital composition, music composing in various com-

binations, in English and Swedish. Selections from an extensive quantity of 

studies were made to exemplify studies enacted in an educational setting. 

Also, studies in the paragraph on controversies in employing digital hard-

ware/software in education were found through further readings into music 

composition studies and their reference lists. 
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Didaktik 

In the following short historical outline of didaktik the focus lies on changes 

in more recent days’ relations to didaktik. Although the field of didaktik has 

evolved, still a humanist and sociocultural view of teaching and learning en-

actments in dialogical interaction is prevalent, although somewhat challenged 

by for example post-theories.  

For this study, the Swedish (and German) spelling of didaktik is employed. 

Stemming from teacher education in Germany in the 19th century, the modern 

conception of didaktik was also prevalent in the Nordic countries. In present 

day the common core of didaktik is somewhat challenged due to diverse 

school organizations and diverse approaches (Hopmann, 2007) as well as dig-

ital technology’s impact on learning practices (Gros et al., 2016). In the Ger-

man didaktik genealogy the ideas of Klafki (1995) and his model for teachers’ 

lesson planning and analysis has had a strong impact on the modern-day view 

of didaktik, which also influenced the Nordic countries. 

General didaktik in its enactment is often described with the didactical tri-

angle-model comprising students, teacher and content (or subject) in each of 

the three points. The relational aspect between those three participants denotes 

the educational practice (Kansanen, 2000). Some extended didactical triangles 

have also been suggested, for example taking the surrounding institution, so-

ciety and the world into consideration (Öhman, 2014), or present-day teaching 

prerequisites as for example digital hardware/software (Selander, 2017).  

In didaktik, teacher enacted lesson planning and analysis comprises three 

questions: what, how and why. In the extended didaktik practice field, these 

questions also need to expand, for example suggested by Selander (2017); 

with whom, when, in what context and with what? Furthermore, other ex-

tended models in didaktik have also been devised and explored. One example 

is the trialogical approach where digital actants are central to the enactment of 

the teaching/learning environment. The trialogical approach can be seen as a 
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development of the dialogical approach, in that it takes shared objects 

(knowledge artefacts, productions, models, representations etc) as participants 

in a collaborative practice (Ojala, 2017; Paavola & Hakkarainen, 2009). 

Subject didaktik comes to be when planning and implementation of educa-

tional practices only are relevant to a specific subject (Ferm, 2004). However, 

there are discussions on whether or not there can be a general didaktik since a 

specific subject matter always is involved, like in the French conception of 

didactique (Caillot, 2007).  

The relation between didaktik and the subject matter of music can be some-

what complex due to the aesthetic dimension inherent in musical practices. 

This gives a wider array of what the music subject is, or rather what the music 

subject becomes in its performative aspect. The understanding of subject did-

aktik and music in its enactment has significance for methods of teaching and 

subject content (Nielsen, 1998; 2005). There are four subject matter didaktik 

paradigms identified by Nielsen (1998) that act as normative for the choice of 

teaching content, based on the music subject grounding as art and/or science 

(Nielsen, 2005). These paradigms are supplemented by Pio (2015) who argues 

that they never leave the subject (listener)/object (music) dualism. Instead, Pio 

identify four audibles where the fourth, the unheard, unfolds the phenomenon 

of music as an ontological truth. The audibles are used as a theoretical scaffold 

for a didaktik oriented analysis of music education practice. 

From these examples of the development of didaktik in present days I will 

continue with outlining the discrepancies in the terms didaktik and didactics 

together with the rationale for choosing to employ the Swedish spelling.  

Didaktik and didactics 

The motive to make use of the Swedish term didaktik instead of the English 

didactics, is that there is a semantic disparity between the two and also a dif-

ference in cultural enactments of educational practices in the Anglo-American 

tradition compared to the German-Nordic tradition (Hopmann, 2007). In fact, 
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the term didactics is not commonly used in Anglo-American educational tra-

dition and language, perhaps it can be understood in a transferable translation 

to English as “pedagogy” (Kroksmark, 2007). Also, didactics has a negative 

connotation in its English semantic sense, meaning formalistic, moralistic and 

dull (Caillot, 2007; Gundem, 2008) or traditional direct instruction (Gros et 

al., 2016). Hence, the use of the Swedish didaktik more accurately positions 

this study in a research context pertaining to the German-Nordic tradition, 

even though a turn from the anthropocentric intersubjective educational rela-

tion to a sociomaterial relationality and hybridity is formulated.  

The disparity concerning educational research and also educational prac-

tices stem from the differences between the curriculum inquiry Anglo-Amer-

ican tradition and the didaktik tradition as emerged in central Europe. Differ-

ences between these two traditions adheres for instance to curricula relations. 

In the curriculum tradition curricula serve as manuals for organization of 

school systems and forms a template of methods and content for teachers to 

execute in more or less mechanical fashion (Hudson, 2002). Other approaches, 

which take the situated interrelated practice into consideration also has influ-

enced this tradition, such as the pragmatism of Dewey (1906), who was influ-

enced by didaktik but only its educational psychology grounding (Riquarts & 

Hopmann, 1995). The subject matter was to be transformed and psychologized 

from an externally formulated study matter to a potential experience for the 

pupil of the subject matter. This should be organized by the teacher by deter-

mining the environment of the pupil (Dewey, 1906).  

Curricula within the didaktik tradition states a teaching content but the ex-

ecutive power of this content is left to the teachers’ informed interpretation of 

the content, transforming it to educational matter. Thus, the professional au-

tonomy of the teacher is emphasized (Hudson, 2002). A centralized curricu-

lum is perhaps one aspect that has led to misinterpretations of the European 

didaktik tradition from the Anglo-American vantagepoint transferred directly 

to didactics and a regulated pedagogical content (Gros et al., 2016). Rather, 
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didaktik emphasizes the individual teacher’s professional planning and anal-

ysis of learning activities, a far-reaching decentralization of the execution of 

curriculum and syllabus. The debate, at least in Sweden, is rather how to reach 

equivalence in educational activities and assessment 

(Utbildningsdepartementet, 2018) and still preserving the teachers’ autonomy 

and agency (Blossing, 2021).  

This description of the differences between the two traditions is not a will 

from my part to start a discussion on the superiority of the one or the other. It 

is however important for the arguments made in this thesis, which understand-

ing of educational practices the researcher comes from and for the understand-

ing of the term didaktik as a research field. Also, as an effect of the aforemen-

tioned deregulation (and segregation) of the Swedish school system, Anglo-

American influences on educational organization are present in parts of this 

neo-liberal system and are also partly influencing the 2011 Swedish curricu-

lum. The discrepancies between didaktik as a research field, didaktik as 

teacher lesson planning and the organizational politics of the school system 

thus need to be kept in mind. 

Postdidaktik 

Posthumanism as a research theory in educational practices is not very com-

mon to this day. There are however some examples of enacted research within 

this field, giving voice to a plethora-in-becoming of diffracted rays of posthu-

manism (Gunnarsson, 2018b; Holmberg & Zimmerman Nilsson, 2014; 

Jonasson, 2020). When considering understandings of knowledge and learn-

ing within post-theories as onto-epistemological hybrids, a rethinking of the 

didaktik concept seems productive. Also, technological proliferations such as 

machine learning and AI via ubiquitous learning radically changes what edu-

cational practices can be (Gros et al., 2016; Hasse, 2020).  

Education, through the didactical triangle presented above, comprises the 

actants of activities as student, teacher, and subject. Here the materiality of 
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educational activities are tools predefined by the music subject practice and as 

such hidden within, and by the preconceived subject understanding. Posthu-

manism, however, put entanglement to the fore of learning. Onto-epistemol-

ogy gives way for a turn of awareness from the anthropocentric intersubjective 

activity, the autopoietic predefined separate entities, to a widened relationality 

where also nonhuman actants are just that, actants in emerging agencies. This 

has for example been proposed as an educational relationality (Ceder, 2016). 

This post-anthropocentric relationality radically transgresses the boundaries 

of the didactic triad and even the proposed extended versions mentioned 

above, in that it considers nonhuman actants. For example, the didaktik trian-

gle purports the subject as a one-dimensional preestablished understanding; 

the academic discipline filtered through didaktik planning to a school subject 

(Vollmer, 2014). Also, it seems that communications are limited between 

these preconceived entities, simplifying the complexity of activities by ex-

cluding multiplicities of becoming. When thinking away sociomaterial rela-

tionality, crucial to planning of music composing learning activities, the dif-

fractive dimension of outcomes, emerged from these connections, becomes 

invisible, simplified to preconceived effects. Rather, learners in this multiplic-

ity of actants, learn by being ultra-social (Hasse, 2020). In the ultra-social 

practice, learning is seen as collective alignments with materiality, collective 

in that also cultural actants are shared within the ecology of the subject.  

As material actants are multiplied by also connecting with cultural actants, 

an expanding rhizome of unpredictable events seem to appear. The rhizome 

of enacted activities, following Deleuze and Guattari (2013), is a signifier for 

such an ecology of connections between actants, where multiple becomings 

of human and nonhuman actors in educational activities can appear or be dis-

cerned depending on entry into the rhizome (Holmberg & Zimmerman 

Nilsson, 2014). Following actants in activities entail connecting with media-

tors (Latour, 2005) in situated practices. Hence, it is the mediators in situ that 

are actuated through intra-actions which can be followed. In a rethinking of 
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didaktik as postdidaktik where the ecology of educational practices in their 

fluid quality constitutes the starting point, the autopoietic human learner is 

recomposed as a hybrid of actants or a cyborg. The relations between human 

and nonhuman doings become the practice, a performative view on activities 

(Gunnarsson, 2018a). 

The relational aspect that posthumanism purports in educational practices 

affects the understanding of what knowledge and learning can be. With the 

increase of digital learning environments, and specifically for this study, the 

increase of music composing actants, the ecology of music learning practices 

is radically diffracted, prompted by these digital participants (Martin, 2012). 

The proliferation of digital possibilities also subverts power relations within 

the ecology of educational practices and activities of composing/creating mu-

sic. Digital actants accelerate the obliteration of the modern hierarchies among 

genres and compositional traditions that enlightenment and onwards dictated, 

driven by dominating practice networks that are entangled with power and 

discursive relations (Nordstrom & Happel-Parkins, 2016). Hence, the need for 

radical change in learning and teaching practices in music education is at hand, 

and this change extend connections with the protomodern construction of sci-

entific objectivity (Schneider, 2005) via didaktik as teacher science in modern 

Europe. Feminist and postcolonial studies which are part of the posthumanist 

plethora cannot go unnoticed in educational practices in a globalized world 

where pluralistic culture is a part of everyday life. The perpetuation of the 

hierarchal and patriarchal transcendent subject, the autopoietic genius, be-

comes overdue.  

When given multiple opportunities, learning within music composing is not 

limited to one stipulating practice. There is however, in the case of digital 

actants, a risk that the digital actants become stipulating of what learning can 

emerge if employed one-sidedly, or unknowingly in music composition edu-

cation (Armstrong, 2011). When planning educational activities in the did-

aktik tradition, the questions what, how and why need to expand to encompass 
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the complexity and performativity of learning practices. One predefined out-

come can, and should, never be expected for the purpose of simplified expla-

nations. Erasing actants will render some intra-actions and possible emerging 

agencies invisible. Knowledge production in a technologized posthuman 

world renders complexity. A multiplicity of ecologies with immanent technol-

ogy produces what Braidotti (2019) calls media-nature-cultural subjects, 

whom themselves ad to the multiplicity/complexity. Complexities in social 

sciences are treated with claims of objectiveness via reductionist manoeuvres. 

However, the objectiveness in scientific sense is produced from a positivist 

totalizing power position, reducing multiplicity in scientific knowledges by 

naming it relativism (Haraway, 1988). The alternative to relativism in forming 

a postdidaktik is locality of knowledges. Situated local ecologies of 

knowledge production formed by the human-material-cultural actants in play 

form hybrid subjectivities that become located learning. 

Composition as subject didaktik 

Studies in the classroom, the ecology of the enactment of didaktik, involving 

composing activities indicate the aforementioned diverse practices. Burnard 

(2012) defines the concept musical creativities as a multifaceted musical prac-

tice where composition activities can be enacted in multiple ways, even within 

a delimited practice, as a way to encompass a wider sense of the musical field 

and to avoid a narrow view of the subject discipline.  

Composition activities outcomes are effects of the context and available 

artefacts Lagergren’s (2012) study demonstrates. The outcomes were depend-

ent on the sociomaterial affordances that instrument availability and profi-

ciency gave. Also, the context proffered certain kinds of outcomes, depending 

on if the composing activity was enacted in a municipal culture school or in a 

compulsory school setting. Nilsson (2002) identifies five phenomena that af-

fords a certain compositional outcome in an educational setting; the computer 

and the synthesizer, fantasies and emotions, music playing, the music and the 
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assignment. In terms of teaching, Bolden (2009) identifies four themes in a 

successful composition education; authentic assignments, theory with prac-

tice, diagnosing and fix and involve. 

A prevalent advantageous aspect of engaging in music creation activities is 

that it can promote higher motivation from students (Bolden, 2009; Hogenes 

et al, 2015; Martin, 2012; Ward, 2009). Also, through assignments where stu-

dents construct and re-construct knowledge together in interaction, music cre-

ation can foster meaning and agency for the learners (Stauffer, 2013) and pro-

mote creative thinking (Webster, 2013). Professional knowledge in music 

composing has often been set aside when activated in Swedish school con-

texts, in favor of personal expression, although limited and controlled by the 

teacher (Bandlien & Selander, 2019). The authors instead call for a middle 

ground where subject matter learning as well as the motivating subjective de-

sires that the student brings into school are acknowledged. 

Composition as music creation in compulsory school 

Music creation is one of three main abilities that should be developed in music 

education for compulsory school in Sweden, year 7-9 (Skolverket, 2018). The 

syllabus and the assessment requirements for the music subject matter also 

state that composition, in the meaning creating new music from original sub-

jective ideas, constitute a part of compulsory music education. Music creation 

can otherwise be understood in a wide appreciation of the concept also en-

compassing improvisation or performing existing compositions (Lagergren, 

2012). 

Different conceptions of music creation activities have been overlapping in 

governing documents and study material concerning music education in Swe-

den since 1945. Improvisation and composition have been parts of all sylla-

buses during this time and music arrangement as an integrated part of com-

posing in two of them (Strandberg, 2007). Composition as an activity in 
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compulsory school thus have a long tradition in Swedish curricula although 

not always prevalent in the enacted practices. 

In one syllabus, Lgr69, a distinction between notated music composition 

and music making by ear is stated. Composition is traditionally associated to 

notated music with a sole actant (Burnard, 2012), the Composer, with a capital 

C. However, different practices proffer different forms of music composing 

(Stauffer, 2013; Tobias, 2013) and taking part in a specific practice also means 

learning this specific practice. In these practices composing is seen as a rela-

tional activity enacted in interaction with musical instruments, the cultural 

practice, tools, instructions and the participants’ musical proficiency and ex-

perience affording the approach (Folkestad, 2004; 2006). Music composition 

can be said to have transformed from closed form, with a sole actant in the 

Composer, to open form, in large due to digital possibilities, where different 

practices of composing are accessible simultaneously. This is a condition that 

music education and teaching need to address. One example of an open form 

understanding of music education is as multimodal musical literacy (Allsup, 

2013). 

Although, having a long tradition in Swedish curricula, music creation and 

composition activities are still somewhat neglected in the compulsory Swe-

dish school context as examined earlier in this text (Skolverket, 2015; 

Skolinspektionen, 2019). In the 1960s and 70s, music creation as a creative 

activity in compulsory schools had a strong connection to contemporary art 

music (Strandberg, 2007). During the 1980s discussions on low motivation 

among pupils towards school teaching and content gave an opening for inte-

grating more of popular culture into music subject matter content, previously 

mainly containing what was viewed as “school music” (Sernhede, 2006). In 

present day, playing and performing pop- and rock music in band settings is 

the most prevalent music education practice in compulsory school (Falthin, 

2015). 
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Given these multiple possibilities for music creation emerging from inte-

grated musical practices, digital actants and genres into music education, a 

plethora of becomings should be proffered. However, some sort of limitation 

in the enacted practices is probably necessary. Addressing this multiplicity as 

an enfolded rhizomatic practice in sociomaterial relation is what the current 

study offers, an entangled exploration and expansion of enacted music educa-

tion.  

Controversies of digital participants in music education 

There are strong accounts for the benefits of involving digital actants in music 

education, especially when it comes to music composition. However, there 

exist controversies concerning a non-reflexive involvement of these becom-

ing-participants when engaged in activities in the classroom. I will in the fol-

lowing go further into some of these accounts. 

Ever increasing possibilities for digital composition in educational prac-

tices affords increasing approaches to music composition (Folkestad et al., 

1998; Winters, 2012). This increase of digital hardware/software opens up 

possibilities for creating music within genres and specific practices, for exam-

ple hip-hop and DJ-ing (Crow, 2006). The wide array of possibilities for as-

sembling musical building blocks that digital software enables, including va-

rieties in understandings of what constitutes a musical building block, neces-

sitate a revision of teaching forms. Traditional compositional concepts will 

not always cohere with the perpetually increasing plethora of genre conven-

tions and digital compositional possibilities (Cain, 2004; Martin, 2012). Fur-

thermore, online music making and sharing radically transform learning prac-

tices and affects music instruction students meet through these informal ecol-

ogies of music educational activities (Partti, 2012). 

At the same time as digital participants call for a rethinking of educational 

practices they, as crucial actants, proffer and facilitates such reformed, or 
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perhaps extended configurations. One example is the aforementioned trialog-

ical approach (Ojala, 2017; Paavola & Hakkarainen, 2009), another is blended 

learning where online technology is mixed with teacher led classroom settings 

(Ruthmann & Hebert, 2012). This involvement of ICT5 in the classroom can 

proffer creative work models which facilitate motivation and meaning among 

the students (Ward, 2009). However, in comparing the use of traditional music 

instruments and tablet computers in a compositional activity in music educa-

tion, the creative workflow and collaboration between pupils showed to be 

prevalent in groups with traditional instrument as opposed to groups using 

tablets which proffered a more individually based work process (Huovinen & 

Rautanen, 2019). 

A much-exercised opinion on digital participants in music education is that 

they bring about a democratization of music creation (Crow, 2006; Juntunen, 

2017; Partti & Westerlund, 2013; Reynolds, 2005; Ruthmann & Hebert, 2012; 

Ward, 2009; Folkestad, 2017). The inclusionary aspect that digital participants 

offer by acting as scaffold when there is a lack in musical instrument profi-

ciency, gives students opportunity to engage in creative and relatively com-

plex composition exercises (Reynolds, 2005). Also, digital participants proffer 

students to go beyond instructions for extended learning (Ward, 2009) at the 

same time as inclusion of a multitude of genres and cultures into the classroom 

is made easier (Ruthmann & Hebert, 2012). The availability for all to 

advanced digital music production hardware/software that before was 

proffesional studio equipment has democratisized music production making it 

accessible for every prospective music creator. This opening-up of 

possibilities in human/nonhuman relational music production has transformed 

existing genres and proffered new ones to arise (Folkestad, 2017).  

Critique of this supposed democratization concerns ethics and the integrity 

of the individual student. When large-scale companies get access to, and 

 
5 Information and Communication Technology 
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monitors information about users of online- and cloud services the personal 

integrity of the student is compromised. The integrity of the students need to 

be protected by the school organization lest they can fulfill an emancipation 

through bildung6 and acquire critical thinking (Thorgersen, 2020). Manufac-

turers of digital hardware/software have also recognized the lucrative school 

market and sometimes managed to pervade it with their products to make sales 

that does not correspond accurately to the needs of the educational practices 

(Cuban, 2003) and unproblematically granting digital technology the position 

of sole solution to educational problems (Armstrong, 2011). A balance be-

tween the use of digital hardware/software and musical instruments is re-

quested to avoid a disembodiment of musical experience (Thorgersen, 2020; 

Thwaites, 2014; Winters, 2012). Disembodiment in this sense, leads to a 

posthuman world where technology imprisons the human in the human’s at-

tempts to control it. Thus, technology is not democratic but changes the pre-

requisites for human knowledge (Thwaites, 2014).  

Another issue concerns the relation between digital democratization and 

gender, suggesting that identity constructed through the use of technology in 

school settings render male as technology competent and female as lacking 

this competence. This inequality is produced by discourses in the classroom 

that amplify informal gendered ways of learning new software where boys are 

‘doodlers’, experimenting their way to music creation, while girls more con-

sciously use technology as a tool for music production (Armstrong, 2011). 

Produced inequalities gives teachers in music the responsibility to 

acknowledge the gendered music technology identification in order to in-

crease the possibilities for technology democratization (Jonasson, 2020). 

 

 
6 The bildung concept is important as an integral part of German didaktik as well as Swedish 

didaktik; bildning. It is perhaps closest transferable to educated. 
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Summary 

 

 

Didaktik in Sweden has become the teacher science for planning, executing, 

and analyzing educational practices. The Swedish concept follows a tradition 

of didaktik emerging in central Europe and German teacher education in the 

19th century. The more resent evolvement of the didaktik tradition concerns 

the didaktik triangle (Kansanen, 2000) and the condensed questions what?, 

how? and why?, following Klafki (1995). Much due to digital technologies’ 

proliferation the triad of didaktik has been suggested in various extended ver-

sions (Selander, 2017; Öhman, 2014). Also, the enactment of didaktik plan-

ning in educational activities has been proposed as going beyond the class-

room setting.  

 General didaktik and subject didaktik is a matter of discussion within the 

scientific field. The debate concerns whether there can be a general didaktik, 

or if a certain subject matter always is involved (Caillot, 2007; Ferm, 2004). 

For the case of music as school subject there is a wide array of what the subject 

becomes when the aesthetic dimension of musical practices is involved 

(Nielsen, 1998). 

When positioning the research in the field of subject didaktik the semantic 

discrepancy between didaktik in its Swedish spelling and didactics in English 

need explication (Hopmann, 2007). Didactics has to some extent a negative 

connotation and is not commonly used in Anglo-American curriculum tradi-

tion (Gundem, 2008). Pedagogy has been suggested as a transferable meaning 

to English (Kroksmark, 2007). 

Following the theoretical framework employed a rethinking of didaktik is 

proposed. Postdidaktik is a turn to post-anthropocentric understandings of ed-

ucational activities. In the onto-epistemology of posthumanism, learning and 

knowledge cannot be separated from matter, nature, or culture (Haraway, 

2016). Things are actants in learning ecologies, our mind is embedded in our 
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body, and cultural actants such as genre affects outcomes, learning and 

knowledge production. Especially with ubiquitous digital technology, intra-

actions diffracted into multiple becomings are necessarily not reducible into 

simplistic categories (Braidotti, 2019).  

Music composition has been a part of Swedish curricula since 1945 

(Strandberg, 2007). Although having a long tradition, composition activities 

has shown to be somewhat neglected in music education practices 

(Skolinspektionen, 2019). Studies have shown that engaging with music cre-

ation activities can increase motivation towards the music subject from stu-

dents (Ward, 2009). When partaking in music creation activities, different cul-

tures form diverse practices of composing (Crow, 2006; Folkestad et al., 1998; 

Winters, 2012). However, digital possibilities have proffered a turn towards 

collaboration in composition activities and making different diverse practices 

available at the same time (Ojala, 2017; Partti, 2012). 

Digital instruments for music creation from one understanding bring about 

a democratization of composition practices (Crow, 2006; Juntunen, 2017; 

Partti & Westerlund, 2013; Reynolds, 2012; Ruthmann & Hebert, 2012; Ward, 

2009). Inclusionary aspects such as genre proliferation, scaffold effects and 

extended learning have widened participation possibilities for many. How-

ever, critique involving for example disembodiment of music activities 

(Thwaites, 2014), power relations concerning integrity of students 

(Thorgersen, 2020), gender issues (Armstrong, 2011) and exploitation of 

schools as marketplace for digital products (Cuban, 2003) have also been 

raised. These are issues that need attention for educators to find a balance in 

the digital music classroom. 
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Theoretical framework 

In the following chapter the theoretical framework is explicated. The onto-

epistemological entanglement in posthumanist understanding is first discussed 

followed by the sociomaterial relationality such an approach implicates. Con-

troversies within the different lines of posthumanism activated in this thesis 

are then further elaborated. To enact a performative turn, the cyborg-figure is 

offered as an entanglement of the onto-epistemological appreciation of prac-

tices and becoming-with the world. 

To reform and transform positions in thinking around music education, en-

gagement with philosophies that take sociomaterial aspects into consideration 

has been beneficial for me as researcher. Posthumanities is in a perpetual be-

coming of a diversified field of inquiry into the being and becoming of the 

world. Postcolonial studies, feminist studies and new materialism are some 

intensities that are diffracted through the post-understanding of the humani-

ties. Post-theories constitute a deepening as well as a widening of socio-

material relationality to become the focal point and encompass the wholeness 

of educational practices in their multiplicity. Posthumanism is beneficial as an 

understanding of materiality and agency as well as when it comes to how these 

concepts emerge in performative entangled activities, as a non-reductionist 

approach to educational practices. 

Conformity within post-theories insofar, is not a postulate. Rather, nonlin-

ear processes in a growing rhizome of post-theories emerge through encoun-

ters with researcher subjectivities, diffracting various proliferating move-

ments. For example, transhumanism and antihumanism has sometimes been 

intermingled with posthumanism. Although having a similar derivation to 
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postmodernism and the deconstruction of the ‘human’, the different theories 

have some significant distinctions in dealing with the posthuman condition 

(Ferrando, 2019). In relation to materiality, transhumanism is involved with 

technological enhancements of the human and as such, the human has yet to 

fulfill the posthuman condition. Antihumanism, as a clear cut from humanism, 

is anthropocentric in the spiritual strive for the overhuman, and technology is 

not seen as a part of this process. Posthumanism emanates from humanism 

and the humanities, although turning away from humanisms view of hu-Man7 

and dualities that separate the human from nature and matter (Ferrando, 2019).  

Onto-epistemology, on becoming posthuman(ist) 

Posthumanism is useful, because it asks people to think what would education 

look like if we did not take a position which sees the human as a kind of trans-

cendent observer of the world. Instead, it sees humans as entangled with the 

world. (Bayne & Jandrić, 2017, s. 200) 

 

Posthumanist thinking emerged from a critique of humanist assumptions 

(Bayley, 2018). These assumptions are for example the emphasis on the cen-

trality and importance of human persons in contrast to matter and nature. Also, 

the belief that autonomy of humans as essential aspect of existence and that 

reason, skepticism, and scientific method are the only revealers of truth are 

further humanist suppositions emerged in the 19th and 20th centuries (Copson 

& Grayling, 2015). In the following, I outline how the posthumanist critique 

on humanism finds rationale for addressing embodiment and materiality in 

educational practices and, so to speak, re-assemble human with ecology. As 

an onset, posthumanism’s onto-epistemological understanding of the human 

as an entangled being of the world is somewhat differing from the notion of 

 
7 The model of the human as the western enlightened male. 
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the posthuman condition, where the world is seen as a technologized disem-

bodied dystopia (Braidotti & Hlavajova, 2018).  

In humanism as constructed in modernity (Bayne & Jandrić, 2017) ‘the hu-

man’ is defined by setting boundaries between dualisms such as human/ma-

chine, subject/object, nature/culture and so on. Boundaries are set as binaries 

by means of what it (the human) is not, as a separation from its opposites or 

its others (Wolfe, 2003). The ‘transcendent observer’, formulated in the quote 

above, postulates the renunciation of human’s animal origins and the separa-

tion of nature from culture. The following posthumanist critique of such hu-

manist assumptions argues that anthropocentrism has led to a hierarchical un-

derstanding of what it means to be human (the western enlightened male), 

which afforded an exploitation of ‘others’; animals, nature, ethnicities, gender 

and so forth (Haraway, 1992). In place of reproduction of the patriarchal view 

of ‘man’, Haraway (1992) suggests “the generation of novel forms” (p. 299). 

In place of reflection of the same, diffraction constitutes way to recognize the 

multiplicity, the cacophonous differences among humans and nonhumans. 

Diffraction patterns maps “where the effects of difference appear” (Haraway, 

1992, p. 300). This sensibility to, and recognition of ‘the other’ and to multi-

plicity, proposes a performative turn for didaktik as teacher science and prac-

tice in addressing learning activities and its outcomes as a diverse relational 

activity (Ceder, 2016; Hasse, 2020). By refuting hierarchical power domina-

tion and a mechanistic reproduction of the same (St. Pierre, 2019b) as well as 

turning to becoming-with (Haraway, 2016) as an understanding of diverse 

learning outcomes, new meaning can be found in a pluralistic 

human/nonhuman world. 

Also, and assuredly important for this thesis, posthumanism necessitates a 

rethinking of human agency in relation with (digital) technology as well as 

environmental and cultural actants (Herbrechter, 2018). The onset is human 

and humanities entangled in a post-anthropocentric ecology, recognizing, and 

addressing the multiplicity of entities. It is in this widened ecology of matter, 
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nature, and culture that the posthumanist sees the human, not just submerged 

from a transcendent hierarchical position, but as entangled with it (Bennett, 

2010). Intentional agency attributed to the human is, in this ecology, insuffi-

cient as predominant explanation for processes in activities and their out-

comes. Hence, a turn is produced from an essentialist view on practices as 

causal dualistic relations in actions, to the posthumanist becoming-with the 

world (Haraway, 2016). That is not to say that human intention and subjectiv-

ities are rejected altogether. Rather, the emphasis lies on recognizing agency 

emanating from human/nonhuman intra-action (Barad, 2007), influencing and 

blurring boundaries of what is human (Fenwick & Edwards, 2013).  

Through iterative intra-activities of materialization, where matter and agen-

cies are involved, boundaries of interior and exterior are reconfigured. Possi-

bilities of becoming in the world are iteratively reconfigured, enfolded space, 

time and matters in its materialization process, rather than unfolded becomings 

from it (Barad, 2007). To put it in other words, entities or actants are not pre-

formed, pre-discursive, concrete, waiting to be unfolded. Rather, they take 

shape and become in relational practices, in encounters iteratively enfolded 

activity/human/nonhuman (Haraway, 1994). Learning activities are thus dif-

fracted into multiple agencies and multiple entities and also multiple recon-

figured becomings. This is certainly prominent in music education and learn-

ing where nonhuman actants (e.g., musical instruments, genre presumptions, 

digital hardware/software, musical semiotic systems etc.) transform outcomes 

through intra-action, where agency emerges. In intra-action (as opposed to in-

teraction) entities are not presupposed. Instead, they emerge and become their 

potential within and through intra-acting with other actants. Agency emerges 

as a phenomenon in intra-action within these entangled relations as a perpetual 

reconfiguration of the world (Barad, 2014).  

Understanding human as entangled with the world and activities as entan-

gled matter/nature/culture, separation of being and knowing becomes undoa-

ble. Since we, humans as well as nonhumans, are part of the materialization 
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of the world, the perpetual re-configuration of the world, knowing emerges in 

enacted entangled practices, an onto-epistemology (Barad, 2007). Knowl-

edges are situated within enacted practices (Haraway, 2016), within the intra-

actions that entangle actants into assemblages where agency emerge. We are 

of the world, and we know with the world, through embodied doings with the 

materialization of the world (Haraway, 1988).  

The teachers finding themselves in these diffracted learning situations are 

parts of the relationality of activities. As such, teachers can enact a performa-

tive turn via renunciation of power domination over the learning situation as 

reproduction of the same. To address multiplicity, the relation of difference 

among entities, and proffer multiple becomings can be beneficial for crea-

tional/creative activities. Hence, a multiplicity understanding of agency in the 

classroom is suggested, not a complete resignation from leadership. Among 

human and nonhuman actants, we (humans) learn by being ultra-social (Hasse, 

2020). Material actants, as in musical instruments or digital hardware/soft-

ware, and cultural actants, as in concepts or conventions or roles (teacher, stu-

dent), all have a say in the agencies that emerge from intra-actions, and out-

comes thereof. Posthumanist understandings of learning practices in compos-

ing music are about recognizing actants that emerge. Furthermore, allowing 

diffractive outcomes materialized from emerged actants and agencies purport 

learning as taking place in shapeshifting situated ecologies. 

Posthumanism as sociomaterial research and controversies within 

Actants are performed in, by and through sociomaterial relations in activities 

(Law, 1999). The practices are thus viewed in a relational understanding for 

actions and doings comprising humans and nonhumans. Beings, or actants, 

becomes through their acting with other actants. In these relational actions 

entities are not pre-existing, pre-discursive beings that causes acts with other 

entities, but they emerge as particular beings through these relations (Introna, 

2013). Given posthumanisms’ diversity of inquiry, the emphasis is here on the 
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entanglements of human and nonhuman (per)forming activities. The per-

formativity of activities gives agency the form of a phenomenon emerging 

within the relationality of the human/nonhuman actants, e.g., a sociomaterial 

relational onto-epistemology.  

The performative perspective deals with matters of practices as opposed to 

a representational ontology (Barad, 2003). This is not to produce another di-

chotomy, but rather a shift of perspective from representation; the separation 

of words (representation) and entities to be represented (referent), of culture 

(representation) and nature (referent), to performative matters of actions. Ex-

aminations with a sociomaterial approach are enacted through mapping of 

practices where factors of nature and culture, of material and discursive char-

acter are incorporated. Representations are understood as traces of multiple 

practices of engagement (Barad, 2007). For music education, or more specif-

ically for composing activities in music education within a representational 

ontology, the representation of music is the actual composition executed in the 

musical score by the Composer, with a capital C. A composition in a per-

formative perspective, when shifting from a representational outlook, be-

comes an outcome of multiple engagements and actants, or a performed as-

semblage of multiplicities. The representational composition, the score, be-

comes an actant in performative ontologies, that other actants in extension can 

intra-act with. These extended intra-actions emerge new materializations and 

agencies. An assemblage is fluid, to be renegotiated in impermanence (Ceder, 

2016), emphasized by the presence of digital actants. A composition is a trace 

of performative activities in learning situations. Sociomateriality posits a turn 

from the composition constructed in the enlightenment and modernity and on-

ward, as a fixed cultural artefact produced from a single human’s intentional 

agency.  

In educational practices and composing activities, digital actants are com-

monly viewed as artefacts or tools for composing, production and playing. 

Artefacts and tools are, from the traditional humanist vantagepoint, objects for 
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the human agency to form its cultural artefacts, that is; the humans involved 

in activities are the sole agents exercising agency (intentional agency) onto 

material artefacts, forming cultural artefacts. This is usually acted out in a di-

alogical practice, perhaps, and often in a sociocultural or pragmatist under-

standing of educational practices (Fenwick & Edwards, 2013). However, ‘the 

ontological turn’ (Braidotti & Hlavajova, 2018) in posthumanism posits an 

understanding for the nonhuman as actants, mediating information, e.g. mak-

ing others act and/or transforming others’ actions and also transforming the 

practice performed as a whole and/or the assemblages of relational activities. 

In the case of digital music software, the merge of technology and human, 

agency occurs in the translation between the human and nonhuman, in the 

interface. Within this entanglement of actants in practices, agency is a phe-

nomenon that emerges through intra-action (Barad, 2007). Rather than under-

standing actants and agencies as separate, preceding their interaction, agency 

emerges within a relational performativity, claiming intra-action as the small-

est unit of analysis.  

Engagement with the materiality of humans embedded in a world of bio-

/techno-materiality is enacted through two intensities in the posthumanist rhi-

zome. Actor-Network Theory and the so-called flat ontology has mobilized 

critique from posthumanists for ignoring power relations, thus omitting for 

example gendered effects (Braidotti, 2019).  When rightfully resisting the vo-

lition to make the ‘social’ a preestablished overarching explanation for socio-

technical practices in science studies (Latour, 1999), Haraway (1992) argues 

that ANT also averts systematic structures of inequalities such as masculine 

supremacy, racism or class. This is done by reinstalling disposed dualities 

when only validating the technical-human interface in practices of science 

(Haraway, 1992).  

However, agreement on the onto-epistemological onset that practices cre-

ate their own context, situates the correspondence between the theories rela-

tive to the human/nonhuman hybridity of activities’ outcomes. The 
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human/nonhuman hybridity is the matter of concern which entangles the the-

oretical assemblage. The explorations of relationality in activities are enacted 

to unfold various intensities in posthumanist understandings in order to pursue 

the aim of the current research. 

Actor-Network Theory (ANT) 

In addressing material relationality in music educational activities, Actor-Net-

work Theory as a post-theory intensity, produced emergent theoretical and 

methodological conjunctions. With an ANT approach human and nonhuman 

actants are followed in activities and are analysed via their associations. These 

assemblages of connections constitute unstable intensities of activities that 

sometimes find temporary stability.  

When conducting research in activities including digital actants the net-

work part of ANT is not to be confused with other networks such as the inter-

net or a linear network of digital hardware. Rather, the network here equals 

the aforementioned rhizome as materialization of the relational sociomaterial 

activities as series of transformations or translations (Latour, 1999). The ac-

tivity of music streaming for example, is a network where associations be-

tween actants are flexible and change in a constant flux, becoming ‘liquid’ 

(Leijonhufvud, 2018). 

ANT texts are out to move – to generate, to transform, to translate. To enrich. 

And to betray. (Mol, 2010, p. 253) 

  

ANT advocates have over time reevaluated the concepts comprising the 

acronym itself (Latour, 1999; Law, 2009) positing that ‘theory’ is a too strong 

account since it is not a dogma. ANT studies belong to a diaspora, they are 

enacted in different disciplines, in different ways. Studies adhering to this di-

aspora involve openness and diversity among them. Some find it better to use 
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material semiotics (Law, 2009), and some have come to term it a sensibility 

(Fenwick & Edwards, 2013; Mol, 2010). Sensibility is understood as an open-

ness to the unpredictability of learning activities, to the educational outcomes 

as effects of sociomaterial relations and to the multiplicity of enacted educa-

tional practices and related becomings. The reworking of ANT and the mani-

festation of compositionism8 (Latour, 2010) averts the infelicitous connota-

tions of the terms ‘network’ and ‘theory’ and provides a congruent approach 

for the subject that is here researched. 

The choice of ANT, via compositionism, as methodological approach to 

the classroom study draws on the theoretical framework rationale in that it is 

entangled with posthumanist ontology (Law, 2009). By refuting humanist so-

ciology as making society an overarching, pre-existing context for explaining 

social interaction (Latour, 2005), ANT addresses material relationality as con-

stant re-assembling of assemblages. These assemblages, more or less stable 

over time and space, are termed quasi-objects (and -subjects) or hybrids, or 

even cyborgs positioned in between nature and culture (society) or can be said 

to be comprising both humans and nonhumans (Latour, 1993). The assembling 

and re-assembling of assemblages provide traces for the researcher to follow 

and map. If a group already found stability, there will be no traces to find. In 

the re-negotiation of group formation, actants can be followed which necessi-

tates research entangled in empirical case studies. Also, if a group or assem-

blage is pre-defined by a researcher it is already in place rendering it mute or 

invisible (Latour, 2005). For example, if a music class is pre-established for a 

socio-economic inherency or a level of musical proficiency, a societal expla-

nation has already been fixed. Thus, the fluid re-assembling of assemblages 

of human and nonhuman actants that constitutes educational practices be-

comes invisible when neglecting them. Hence, the enacted educational activ-

ity is viewed through a grid of predefined understandings where, in the 

 
8 See Methodological approaches and Compositionism and digital music composition educa-

tion (Article 2) 
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example given, musical proficiency is established and defined making it mute 

to other happenings emerging from sociomaterial relations, for example unor-

thodox strategies for creating music ideas that does not involve high musical 

proficiency proffered by the relationality with digital or other actants. Instead, 

to generate new empirical data, mapping the traces, the controversies of the 

assembling and re-assembling of group formation to transform and translate 

(Mol, 2010) is beneficial to avert preestablished explanations. To follow the 

human and nonhuman actants (Latour, 2005) can open up for otherwise hid-

den actions and effects. Keeping the sensibility open and refrain from 

preestablishing molds of explanation can however make ANT mute for sys-

tematic structures of inequalities, as formulated by the aforementioned 

posthumanist critique (Braidotti, 2019; Haraway, 1992). When dealing with 

relationality and sociomateriality involving digital hardware/software, also 

identifying cultural actants as mediators in activities, is crucial to 

acknowledge structures of inequalities, to render ANT voluble to these issues. 

To address techno-centrism, also the term ‘network’ has been questioned 

by ANT proponents as signifier for sociomaterial assemblages. In a socio-

material relational ecology where the actants are followed, their connections 

rather form a rhizome, a multiplicity where each actant forms a multiplicity 

(Latour, 1999). In a rhizome there are no positions, it is flat and consists of 

only transversal lines. It is flat in the sense that there is no overarching unity 

of explanation for the rhizome as it fills its own dimensions. As new connec-

tions between multiplicities are made the dimensions of the rhizome increase. 

Such increasing of connections and dimensions constitutes an assemblage. 

Also, with this increase of connections the rhizome or multiplicity transforms 

its character (Deleuze & Guattari, 2013).  

The cyborg 

In dealing with the material, technology, and humans in educational relation-

ality, where all actants co-constitute each other, Haraway’s (1990) concept of 
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the cyborg provides a productive sociomaterial bricolage. Here, dualisms such 

as human/machine are blurred and the duality becomes a system, human and 

machine entangled to an effect where practices and outcomes are inseparable, 

becoming a cyborg (Haraway, 1990). Hence, technology, in the posthumanist 

sense, materializes not merely as an extension of the human (Danielsen, 2017), 

or as an enhancement of the human bodily functions as in transhumanism 

(Ferrando, 2019; Snaza, et al., 2014). Technology as an extension of the hu-

man surely can posit implications on outcomes of music creation but main-

tains the anthropocentric divide (Snaza, et al., 2014). The cyborg concept 

deepens the interrelated entangled relations and effaces the duality of hu-

man/nonhuman where learning and becoming are synchronous. Agencies 

originate from entangled human/nonhuman activities and outcomes material-

ize as traces of these relational intra-actions. The instability of boundaries de-

fines objects (Barad, 2007) and the objects of knowledge, the material, as act-

ants in the production of knowledge challenges the separation of epistemology 

and ontology. 

A figure of hybridization between organism and machine originating in the 

technological modification of the human for the purpose of surviving in space 

(Clark, 2003; Pfeifer & Bongard, 2007). Although most known from science 

fiction stories, the cyborg is both an image of imagination and of material re-

ality (Haraway, 1990). As a scholarly concept the cyborg breaches boundaries 

of dualisms in western science and politics; as a postmodernist understanding 

of relational becomings (Haraway, 1990), reinstating human with ecology, a 

becoming-with materiality, technology, and nature (Haraway, 2016). The 

boundaries of dualisms, maintained and fortified by patriarchal capitalist fore-

runners for power domination, constitute for example the aforementioned na-

ture-culture, human-animal, human-machine dichotomies. From a posthu-

manist understanding, humanism in modernity constructed hierarchies giving 

human endorsement to use nature, exploit it as means for production of cul-

ture, elevating himself above ecology in the making of western society. 
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Transcendence of man over nature obliterates the co-constitution of cultural 

phenomena and nature and thus makes us blind for our entanglement within 

ecology.  

As a musical example I consider the flute. The contemporary flute-player 

is a cyborg in the scholarly sense. A hybridization of human, technology and 

nature transgressing the boundaries of dualisms that supposedly formulates 

what is human in humanism. The emergence of the flute (a cultural artefact in 

making) is entangled with nature. Natural phenomena like the wind breaking 

over the edge of a hollow reed or stick making sound, perhaps made humans 

explore the phenomenon and later hollowed-out animal bones with holes 

drilled through them for melody playing, gave way for the flute. However, this 

does not mean that posthumanisms want to deface human uniqueness 

(Haraway, 2004) by depriving human intentional agency and ingenuity. Ra-

ther, it wants to re-install human within the ecology of activities, in this case 

through the cyborg figure where the intra-actions (Barad, 2007), the relational, 

the performative in activities is/are the starting point and the accountable for 

emergence of agency and becomings. The flute-player becomes a subjectivity 

through relational negotiations with multiple others (Braidotti, 2019) in the 

nature/culture/matter continuum. 

In the posthumanist sense we are all cyborgs, figures of connections and 

becomings within the fluid entanglement of the ecology of things, humans, 

and nonhumans. We are made in sympoiesis, as opposed to the autopoietic 

self-made human, albeit, in the cyborg concept, not restricted to the breaching 

of boundaries and emergence of human with technology. Our identities also 

become cyborg identities. Haraway (2004) describes this as “a potent subjec-

tivity synthesized from fusions of outsider identities” (Haraway, 2004, p. 32) 

as being made others by gender, ethnicity, class and so forth. A subjectivity is 

a becoming-with outer identities imposed on us as well as enfolded by our-

selves. 
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In article 1, the following chapter, the cyborg concept is intra-acted with 

through an a/r/tographical inquiry within compositional processes. The in-

quiry is brought to a materialization as a posthumanist narrative of human and 

nonhuman actants and discussed for its music education implications.  
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Cyborg learners: Becoming-with in the 

ecology of digital music composition (Article 

1) 

Jonas Asplund 

Introduction 

Playing music has always been entangled with technology. Is this an obvious 

and somewhat redundant claim, or is it in fact debatable, perhaps even contro-

versial? Recent years policy driven digitalization of functions attributed to so-

ciety, including the school system in Sweden (Utbildningsdepartementet 

2017), and the controversies that follows certainly suggests that (digital) tech-

nology is not an open-and-shut deal of implementation in music learning ac-

tivities. These critiques of digitalization in music education are for example 

concerned that over-digitalization might make music production disembodied 

and distanced from physical musical instruments and hence, the embodied 

musical experience is lost (Thwaites 2014). Other concerns are the integrity 

of the learners in a digital ecology where cloud and online services are the 

commonplace, giving large-scale companies the possibility to monitor user 

data (Thorgersen 2020). Also, digitalization has given companies opportuni-

ties to make excessive sales (Cuban 2003), with the risk of giving digital tech-

nology an unproblematic fix-all solution to educational problems (Armstrong 

2011).  

However, given that the initial statement has some bearing, what embodi-

ments of music is relevant for today’s composers? And by extension, what can 

these embodiments implicate for music education and learning? The emer-

gence and technological development of musical instruments is an endeavor 

of entangled relations of matter, nature and culture, sometimes forming what 

becomes artefacts, technology ‘frozen in time’. Some instruments’ evolved 

design persists relatively stable over time. Musical instruments’ development 

has enticed new possibilities of playing and sound production giving way for 

new possibilities of expressions in music (Butt 2002). Rough examples of this 

are, without a complete genealogy and keeping in mind the active practice of 

playing these ‘surpassed’ instruments to this day; the lute to the guitar to the 
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electric guitar, or the harpsichord to the hammerklavier to the pianoforte. As 

a continuation, the ever-ongoing development of digital technology for musi-

cal purposes, not yet, or never becoming artefacts, proffers new connections 

within the music composition ecology (Gullö 2010) making an expanding 

plethora of musical genres thrive (Folkestad 2017). Conventions within this 

plethora will surely differ and means for embodiment of music will be con-

nected to these conventions (Folkestad et al. 1998; Winters 2012). Conven-

tions within a specific genre will also change over time due to the development 

of new technology, be it digital or mechanical. For example, electroacoustic 

music from the 50s and 60s sounds different from electroacoustic music made 

in recent years, partly due to technology’s entanglement with music explora-

tion that changes what is possible. And also, genres can interrelate (Demers 

2010; Martin 2012). Genres emerges that are exclusively digital in their crea-

tion and performance, making the embodiment of music something else than 

playing a musical instrument (Ward 2009). Also, within genres that are not 

exclusively electronical, digital technology has changed the ways in which 

music is created, performed, distributed and consumed (Allsup 2013; Kjus 

2018; Leijonhufvud 2018; Partti 2012; Ruthmann & Mantie 2017). Technol-

ogy and its impact on music creation will also affect music composition edu-

cation and learning through students’ experiences, as well as music teachers’ 

experiences and proficiencies within these diverse genres and compositional 

modes.  

I will in this article examine and describe a non-linear digital music com-

position application, in relation to two composers active in the field of con-

temporary art music9, and discuss the implications a sociomaterial understand-

ing can have on music education practices. This study draws on posthumanism 

and the associated analytical concepts of the cyborg and becoming-with in the 

emerging activities of human and nonhuman actants. 

The aim of this study is to explore the becoming-with a non-linear digital 

actant in music composition through a posthumanist narrative and the cyborg 

concept to discuss understandings of learning in music composition education 

that this exploration implies. This aim rendered the research questions: How 

can music composition learning and becoming be enacted in relation with a 

non-linear digital actant? Which shifts in understandings of music composi-

tion education can be discerned from narratives of learning and becoming-

with a non-linear digital actant? 

 
9 Sometimes referred to as “contemporary classical music” which I find to be a contradictory 

term. The term “contemporary art music” is preferred in this article. 
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Research approach 

When producing research in the explorative becoming of posthumanist 

thought and non-linearity, I turn to post qualitative inquiry. Here, the prospect 

is not to describe and represent ‘what is’ but rather to bring to fore the ‘yet to 

come’. Therefore, a research design cannot exist beforehand, it has to be “in-

vented anew each time” (St. Pierre 2019a, 9) to not get stuck in old procedures. 

The empirical material in this study consists partly of an interview with Jesper 

Nordin, a composer and music/composition application creator who is active 

in the contemporary art music field. In addition, the authors own a/r/tograph-

ical (Springgay et al. 2008) exploration together with Gestrument, the appli-

cation actant, for compositional purposes, a total of three 30-minute sessions, 

constitutes the subsequent part of the material.  

 Ethical guidelines have been followed in line with the Swedish Research 

Council (Swedish Research Council 2017). The use of the name of the appli-

cation, as well as the creator of it, is of relevance for the transparency of the 

study. In order to make the research available and open for scrutiny this is of 

importance as descriptions of functions of the application are limited for un-

derstanding the full experience of using it. Furthermore, the creator appears as 

a representative for a unique publicly accessible music application, via his 

story of its’ origin, and thus needs to be acknowledged. Full consent for using 

his name in the study was given by the interviewee. 

The interview rendered 40 minutes of audio recorded material that was 

transcribed verbatim. The interview was conducted in Swedish and translated 

to English by me, the researcher, and edited from spoken language to legible 

text. All quotes in the narrative analysis are excerpts from the interview. The 

interview was semi-structured with thematic question areas focusing on as-

pects of the narrative told by the interviewee. A narrative analysis (Kvale & 

Brinkmann 2009) of the interview was planned before it occurred. The ques-

tions, however, were not structured to promote a linear narrative during the 

interview itself, but in the scope of the semi-structured interview form, the 

interviewee was given ample speaking space, hence spontaneously forming a 

narrative of the composers own becoming. Instead, the questions promoted 

discussions on the wider exertions of the app and digital music composing, 

recursively in relation with the narrative given by the interviewee. 

In creating analyzable research material from the a/r/tography, the sessions 

of my composing/exploration for a viola/electronics composition project were 

screen recorded with me verbally commenting the work as it unfolded. Be-

tween these sessions I worked with the viola part in a standard music notation 

software. This was not recorded but these notated parts became actants in the 

app session recordings.  

The interview and my a/r/tography were analyzed through a posthumanist 

narrative, constructed as entangled stories of learning/becoming in relation 

with the digital actant, with human and nonhuman actants. When composing 
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the narrative, the nonhuman actants; the iPad application, music notation and 

so forth, was given voice by the author functioning in the narrative analysis 

process as a way of getting to know the actant (Abbott 2008). 

In a/r/tographical inquiry the contiguity of the three identities of artist, re-

searcher and teacher is enacted (Springgay et al. 2008). A/r/tography as re-

search methodology acknowledges the entanglements of art creation, re-

searching and teaching, thus embodying theory in practice. Within this inquiry 

learning is understood as rhizomatic (Deleuze & Guattari 2013), a fluid be-

coming in relationality. Learning is thus never predictable but is co-constitu-

tive to acting in relationality in the world. This inquiry renders new under-

standings and meanings through interrogation of processes in fluid and rela-

tional enactments. It is a way of recognizing and troubling the differences in 

arts-based educational activities, and also the situatedness of knowing and be-

coming. Thus, inquiry through writing and art making in entangled relations 

aim at creating extended meaning (Sinner et al. 2006).  

Following the aim of this study, theoretical concepts of analysis and the 

empirical material are in a reciprocal process of creating new meanings and 

understandings through each other. Through the theory I set to find new un-

derstandings for music composition education and with the empirical material 

meanings and understandings for posthumanist theory in music education is 

proposed. Composition in music education is diffracted through a posthuman-

ist reading (van der Tuin 2011), with the school ecology understood as a con-

tinuation of rhizomatic (Deleuze & Guattari 2013) relations with the ‘outside’ 

world. The study thus cultivates entanglement in its explorations and argu-

mentations. 

Theoretical concepts 

  

In this study music composing and learning are explored as relational prac-

tices. Drawing on the posthumanist ontological turn (Braidotti & Hlavajova 

2018) these relations are sociomaterial i.e., including human and nonhuman 

participants, or actants. The exploration employs two concepts from posthu-

manist onto-epistemologies for its analysis and conceptualization of the soci-

omaterial ecology: the cyborg (Haraway 1991; 2004) as a signifier for an ed-

ucational relationality (Ceder 2016) and becoming-with (Haraway 2016) as 

the situated activity of these relations. Furthermore, a posthumanist narrative 

(Lovell 2018) is exerted as a methodological approach for describing the so-

ciomaterial connections in the ecology of music composition. What this im-

plies is that music education emerges within the wider ecology of music cre-

ation practices and digital technology development (Brøvig-Hanssen & 

Danielsen 2016). An ecology is relational, a system of interdependency among 

actants for their potential becoming. Becoming-with is here the active concept 
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for the exploration of this interdependency for the becoming of actants. An 

actant is a signifier of both action and function in a narrative (Haraway 1994). 

A discrepancy is sometimes made between actors, an indication for a human 

figure, and actants, as nonhuman. In this article, however, actants signifies 

both the human and nonhuman.   

Following this onset, in sociomaterial posthumanism, ontology and episte-

mology are entangled. Knowing is a part of the mattering of the world, know-

ing comes to be with the world, being and knowing in entangled relation, an 

onto-epistemology. We know because we are of the world. Being (of the 

world) and knowing are thus inseparable, humans and nonhumans are part of 

the perpetual becoming, the reconfiguring of the world (Barad 2007).  

Diffraction, entanglement and intra-action are recurring concepts fre-

quently implemented in this text. Diffraction is a term stemming from physics 

and the optical phenomenon of the breaking apart of light in different direc-

tions (Barad 2014). In the context of learning and becoming in composing 

activities what this term suggests is a rejection of reflection and reiteration of 

the same only displaced. Rather, learning activities enacts the breaking apart 

of the now into multiple outcomes. Intra-action, that is the now where diffrac-

tion happens, is a reworking of the more common term interaction. In intra-

action agency emerges as a phenomenon in activities. Distinct agencies do not 

precede their intra-action, they emerge in relationality, a “mutual constitution 

of entangled agencies” (Barad 2007, 33). By contrast, interaction presupposes 

agencies to precede the interaction, agency as an inherent property of a pre-

supposed entity. Intra-action instead implicates and presupposes the multiple 

outcomes that diffraction describes. All actants of the ecology of meaning-

making practices are parts of these material enactments. Learning comes to be 

in entanglement with material enactments. This means that all actants, re-

searcher as well, are part of and contribute to the emerging phenomena of ac-

tivities (Barad 2007). 

Cyborg identities 

Through the ontological turn articulated above, we all become cyborgs, soci-

omaterial hybrids in our endeavors and emerging agencies. The cyborg term, 

coined by Manfred Clynes in 1960 in its original meaning was a self-regulat-

ing system of man and machine, a modification of the human body to survive 

in space (Clark 2003; Pfeifer & Bongard 2007). The cyborg concept, however, 

will not exclusively signify a hybridity of cybernetics and organism, a figure 

of science fiction as well as a material reality. It is also, following posthuman-

ist thinking, identities imposed on us as well as enfolded by us (Haraway 

1991). These identities also become parts of machines, or apparatuses, hybrid-

izations of material, natural and cultural components, e.g. schooling. In the 

posthumanist sense we have, ever since our interdependency on artefacts, 
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always been cyborgs and thus humanness was never separate from machines 

(Snaza et al. 2014).  

The cyborg figure lends itself well to sociomaterial research inquiries mod-

elling a human-like signifier of becoming-with. Furthermore, when engaging 

the notions of impermanence and fluidity of relational entanglements, the as-

semblages of human and nonhuman actants within the sociomaterial practices, 

it becomes a shapeshifter, a fluid identity of learning/becoming entangled with 

actants at hand. Cyborg technologies, or the merger of human-machine, of 

today are not necessarily penetrative i.e., implanted nonbiological elements 

into the human body. Instead, human-machine integration has become fluid 

and less invasive in the transformation of human capacities through this mer-

ger (Clark 2003).  

The dualities set by humanism engaged to determine boundaries for what 

the human ‘is’, to transcend human as a hierarchical superior ‘user’ of others, 

to separate human from the ecology of the world, dualities such as nature-

culture and human-machine, are breached by the cyborg figure that instead 

becomes in relation with nature and culture, human and machine.  

In constructing the cyborg figure, questions of embodiment and disembod-

iment becomes palpable. The posthuman condition, disparate to posthumanist 

theory (Braidotti & Hlavajova 2018), reiterate the liberal humanist assumption 

of the human body as a prosthesis for the mind to learn to control, not as a part 

of the self but as a container for the liberal subject to ‘use’. However, in 

posthumanist theory the human is not an autopoietic system where mind can 

be separate from the body and reduce its being to knowing by the tenet of the 

Cartesian man; ‘I think therefore I am’ (Susa 2019). In lieu of separation, the 

human becomes in mind and body. Embodiment is a reality becoming in re-

lation to outside actants which is diffracted into any number of forms. Fur-

thermore, thinking acts as a simulated action. Thinking activates the mental 

faculties related to the embodied movement, even when thinking of abstract 

concepts (Abrahamson & Lindgren 2014), which for composing activities re-

lates the mentalization of music to embodied experiences. Following the the-

ories of embodied cognition, experience and learning is understood as previ-

ous engagements with and recurring interactions with the environment (Hutto 

& Myin 2013; Kenderdine 2016). Studies in artificial intelligence and robotics 

also stress the importance of the mind-body dynamics for intelligent behavior 

and high-level cognition. Behaviors are viewed as emergent e.g., they are re-

sults of situated intra-actions between system and environment (Pfeifer & 

Bongard 2007).  

Posthumanist subjectivity and learning 

A central idea in posthumanism is the impermanent self, the fluid becoming 

of subjectivity in entangled sociomaterial relations. That is to say, there is no 
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pre-constitutive subject, it is not an autopoietic self-made system, rather, sub-

jectivity is fluidly re-configured and co-constituted in sympoiesis via intra-

action, a becoming-with the world (Haraway 2016). To follow this argument, 

creating music from subjective ideas in music education practices need to be 

researched as a becoming-with the educational ecology, the relational human 

and nonhuman intra-actions. Subjectivities are not pre-constituted, ready to 

exert their agency on educational tools, they are instead co-constituted, be-

coming-with all other actants in the educational ecology; digital hard-

ware/software, teacher, curriculum, musical instruments and so forth. Subjec-

tivities are also fluid, they are not fixed in their emergence once and for all but 

are re-constituted in iterative intra-actions that they participate in.  

In educational practices learning and becoming of subjectivities are co-con-

stitutive. Thinking through humanist traditions, emancipation and the trans-

cendent adult self, ‘who you are’, is one goal of education; making us able to 

see ourselves (only) as separate autopoietic entities (Susa 2019). Learning is 

thus a separate cognitive working, a subject learning about an object to en-

hance measurable performances (Hasse 2020). By contrast, in posthumanist 

thinking, impermanence is constitutive to becoming, incapacitating the eman-

cipation of a liberal autopoietic subjectivity. Learning is here a perpetual rela-

tional becoming. Rather than a human being a transcendent observer of the 

world (Bayne & Jandrić 2017), humans and nonhumans alike becomes-with 

the ecologies of practices where they are equal actants (Bennett 2010). This is 

not to say that an object becomes a subject. The mutual constitution of each 

other is not necessarily symmetrical (Suchman 2006). Humans and nonhu-

mans constitute each other in different ways, with different effects and values 

(Gemeinboeck 2020).  

The digital actant 

The application, or the digital actant, explored in this study is created by Jesper 

Nordin, designed for Apple’s iPad and named Gestrument10. Its’ main inter-

face is a X/Y-plane where playing is accomplished by pointing and sliding 

finger(s) on/over the plane, on the iPad screen, and thus altering rhythm, pitch 

and volume. Note values and scales to be enacted during play can be pro-

grammed, along with some other parameters and functions such as rhythm 

randomness and density, pitch range, instrument sounds (MIDI11) and so forth. 

When playing, a total of eight instrument sounds, or voices, can be simultane-

ously activated. When holding or sliding a finger on the X/Y-plane the acti-

vated instrument sounds will sound simultaneously differentiated by their in-

dividual programmed properties (see also Bacot & Féron 2016).  

 
10 Version 1.4.9 
11 Musical Instrument Digital Interface 
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In its’ design the app enacts a non-linear conceptualization of music, the in-

terface plane is constant in time and music happens where on this plane one 

points. As a comparison, commonly employed music making software in mu-

sic education are often, but not exclusively, instead linear, displaying music 

as a musical score with tracks for different instruments transported along a 

timeline from left to right, thus displaying music with a beginning and an end 

and fixed events in between. This can be understood as a historical continua-

tion of displaying music in notated form, to be read as text from left to right, 

developed since the 10th century in Europe (Valkare 2016), whereas the non-

linear conceptualization here explored can proffer conceptualizations of music 

by direct feedback loops more consistent with improvisational modes of ren-

dering musical material, offering other multiplied intra-acting possibilities 

with music. Ultimately, my own experimentations with this app were an im-

portant part of me beginning to research my own compositional work about 

why and how certain music came about, and what learning in this relational 

process can mean. 

 

Music composing and the composition  

Technology’s importance for music creation development and its connection 

with music education gives rise to questions on what is relevant and possible 

to learn within this context. How music is conceptualized differs among genre 

practices and conventions (Stauffer 2013; Tobias 2013). The technology in-

volved can proffer specific compositional outcomes and learning, making 

awareness for why and how certain hardware/software are employed in music 

education acute. Furthermore, the conventions and practices exercised in mu-

sic education can mold the learning subject to a pre-determined conceptual-

ization of music (Schmidt-Jones 2018). These conventions associated with 

specific genres sets up boundaries and constraints to what are possible and 

desired outcomes (Demers 2010). At the same time, the syllabus here in Swe-

den states that pupils should compose music from their own subjective ideas 

(Skolverket 2018). How can this be met, but still avoiding the anything-goes-

trap? Since the syllabus also states a subject matter to be addressed, enact-

ments of music composition need to leave room for both subjective expres-

sions and subject matter learning. 

Composing as an activity can imply a variety of practices enacted in a va-

riety of modes. However, the act of composing music has, in western art mu-

sic, a historical relation to writing music with music notation, on paper or, in 

recent years, computer software, rendering music conceptualizations linear. 

This practice of composing not only implies a certain proficiency on a musical 

instrument, but also proficiency in music theory. Technological advances in 

musical instruments and music adjacent technology, such as sound recording 
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possibilities has helped multiply musical genres and music creation (Brøvig-

Hanssen & Danielsen 2016). This has promoted diffraction of music compos-

ing into multiplied practices where the act of writing down music with music 

notation many times are redundant and/or obsolete (Biasutti 2012). 

The discrepancy between composing as an activity and the composition as 

an artefact has been suggested as the separation of the active and passive di-

mension of music. Embodied, sounding music can be described as music’s 

active dimension and the musical work, conceptualized as written music no-

tation, the passive dimension (Hagerman 2016). Modes of composing within 

the western art music field can be positioned in the active dimension, impro-

vising on an instrument and then notating, or the passive dimension where 

musical mentalizations are directly transferred to notation. Even though music 

is conceptualized in a linear mode within this tradition, the process of com-

posing often is recursive and iterative, irrespective of mode of composing, 

making it non-linear (Webster 2013).  

Moving from closed form of composing, where the composition is an arte-

fact created by the autopoietic composer, to open text where a multiplicity of 

affiliations and influences makes the composition fluid, can be facilitated by 

digital technology and social media platforms (Allsup 2013). Also, technology 

can facilitate collaborative and fluid creation of cultural products and empha-

size learning as connected between the individual, the learning community 

and technology (Ojala 2017). One premise for this study is that the composi-

tion ‘is’ something else than it ‘was’ from enlightenment and modernity, 

something other than an autopoietic artefact. Conceptualizing and displaying 

music in a linear mode, in notated form of a musical score, giving the music 

the status of an ‘opus’, an artefact, differs from the creational process here 

explored as non-linear and relational.  

Narrative as analytical approach 

I have constructed a narrative of the interview and of my compositional pro-

cess in intra-action with the software. In narrative inquiry a central principle 

is the relational aspect. Knowledge and information are exchanged through 

conversation in entangled relationship between researcher and informant 

(Clandinin 2007). Suggestions are that narrative inquiry is formed by three 

dimensions: interaction, continuity and situation, and that the starting point of 

inquiry should be the researcher’s own narrative of experience, interwoven 

with other narratives that are meaning-making processes (Barrett & Stauffer 

2009). A shift from grand narratives of human progress constructed during the 

19th and 20th centuries, to small, individualized narratives have occured 

(Goodson 2013). Often proving to covet repressive power in constructing the 

past, grand narratives, in this shift, gave way for personalized life stories, the 

construction of the self, in the flexible economy of post-modernity in western 
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cultures. However, individualized life stories never take place in isolation, alt-

hough sometimes persisted. Instead, they are part of a social context and thus 

can make particular becomings concrete (Goodson 2013). 

What then makes a posthumanist narrative? The two constitutive compo-

nents of a narrative are the story and the narrative discourse. According to 

Lovell (2018) narratives need to be posthumanist on both these levels, as story 

and as discourse, to emerge as posthumanist. Also, I argue that a shift from 

narrative as representation of event(s) is required to narrative as emergent, a 

relational becoming or becoming-with all other participants in event(s) nar-

rated, as well as in the act of narration, rendering also the narrative as a be-

coming actant. Thus, I set in motion the becoming-with of extended meaning-

making and the narrative analysis to find shifts in understandings. Further-

more, I suggest that the notion of the impermanent self and the perpetual be-

coming of the subject as a relational mattering of the world renders the sub-

jects and all actants of the narrative, entangled. Hence, exerting three co-con-

stitutional first-person perspectives in the story emphasizes both the individual 

actants and their entanglements. Outcomes, however, are still diffracted.  

In narrative theory characters or actors/actants are signifiers for human or 

humanlike entities where intentional agency is an inherent capacity (Abbott 

2008). However, in the posthumanist onto-epistemology all participants are 

referred to as actants, human and nonhuman alike, rendering hierarchical dis-

tinctions inconclusive. Agency emanates from, and emerges in the relational 

process. Posthumanist narratives acts in a post-anthropocentric ecology of 

technologized social relations challenging what it means to be human. It acts 

where boundaries between actants and events, human and nonhuman, time 

and space are porous, rendering a becoming-with nature and culture. 

The narrative(s) 

The construction of the narrative(s) also was a part of the analysis process. As 

an exploration of sociomaterial affiliations, the application was given voice 

by the author to analyze these affiliations and underline the co-constitution of 

actants in the ecology of composition at hand. This will put the author in a 

position of hierarchical power relation transcending the nonhuman actant. 

However, the voice is constructed to equate these hierarchies to find extended 

meaning emerging from intra-action. The actants are named as follows in the 

narrative(s). 

 

 

I = I, researcher 

II = Interviewee I 

AI = Application I 
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I 

The studio is lit up by a dim light. In the middle of the hexagonal room there 

is a desk where the computer is placed. I am sitting in an office chair at the 

desk surrounded by eight studio monitors which are evenly spaced around the 

studio walls. I am looking at the screen 

of my own computer with the music no-

tation software, at the same time as I lis-

ten to the electro acoustic part playing 

from the studio computer. Usually, 

when I mentally imagine the music be-

fore I start the embodied act of compos-

ing, the music notation appears visually 

in my head, together with what sounding 

result I want. This is what I am structur-

ing now, listening to sounds, watching 

the notation so far, from beginning to 

end. But, in the most interesting and in-

tense parts of the music, time becomes 

porous, it disappears from conscious-

ness, I am displaced, music as a state of fluid constancy. Structure becomes 

texture, a simultaneous being and becoming in relation with music. 

 

II 

“I started late in life with music. Coming from a family active in theatre, 

music has always been there, but practiced on an amateur level. In secondary 

school I started a band with some friends in class because we thought it would 

be fun and I knew nothing at all, but I started writing songs straight away. I 

didn’t practice as musician that much, in-

stead I wrote new songs. I knew I needed to 

do something with this, writing songs, com-

posing. I 

was 

com-

pletely 

oblivi-

ous to the concept of contemporary art mu-

sic, so I started studying musicology and 

later took private lessons in composition 

and was introduced to that world. I had dif-

ficulty with the music notation because it 

came up so late, I started learning reading 

and writing music notation after the age of 

20. So, when I was admitted to the compo-

sition program with that limited experience made it hard to compose on paper. 

AI have offered a notation 

possibility for music and 

help with the playback of 

the recording. AI tell you 

what AI can do, now tell 

me what you can do with 

this. 

AI can also become ex-

perience and emotion 

through sound waves ex-

erted with other compo-

nents. 

In meeting different human 

actants, what AI can do re-

sult in different outcomes. 

AI can offer you to learn to 

make music with the vari-

ous actants AI comprise. 

AI can still perform the 

older technology of pen 

and paper, which render 

certain outcomes.  

The updated digital 

technology AI can offer 

gives other forms of meet-

ings with humans and AI 

learn to make other outputs 

to bridge the gap between 

compositional modes. 
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Instead I worked with the musicians for a long time and recorded stuff and 

built soundscapes in the studio to try and transcribe it in the end. But that was 

not satisfactory since the soundscape sketches turned into tape pieces and the 

time I put on the notation decreased, and the relevance of the notation for the 

music in itself hence decreased. I felt I needed to arrive at the notation of music 

earlier on in my composing.” 

 

I 

When I started playing instruments, as I 

recall it, from day one there was sheet 

music put in front of me. Reading music 

and playing music became synonymous, 

or rather entangled with each other. This 

also meant that the mode of composing 

most convenient for me emanated from 

music notation. Thus, opening this app 

and intra-act with it means re-thinking 

music mentalization and conceptualiza-

tion. I think I am looking for the sensation 

of simultaneous being/becoming in rela-

tion with music. I fiddle around a bit with 

different instrument sounds and scales 

and trying out different settings for 

rhythm and range. I have some ideas for the viola part in mind, but this poking 

around in the app is far apart from them right now. 

 

II 

“I had some colleagues and friends who, at the time worked with Wacom tab-

lets12 to play sound files in different ways. You should be able to do that with 

MIDI too, I thought. I was sure that there 

would be hundreds of Max-patches13 made 

for this end but found nothing, so I will 

have to try and build one myself. I came 

up with a layout to map pitch and rhythm 

on a X/Y-plane and realized that, wow, the 

result was really exciting. I could control 

the whole, and control certain parameters 

and was still free to improvise. I used it as 

a material generator but you still have to compose, and orchestrate, and build 

 
12 Digital drawing tablet and pen. 
13 Max is a visual programming language for music and multimedia developed at IRCAM and 

now owned and maintained by Cycling’74. A Max-patch is a program built in this programming 

environment. 

AI say this in the linear 

technology of music nota-

tion, which was compatible 

with your learning. These 

meetings with you offered 

many learning situations 

and outcomes.  

AI have learnt a new 

way of meeting humans re-

sulting in music creation, 

but it is not linear. This 

meeting also changes what 

AI become. 

AI have a programming 

ecology of objects with 

functions. AI showed you 

these possibilities and in 

our meeting AI became a 

control surface for pitch 

and rhythm. 
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structure, but with this I got in direct contact with a material since I could play 

the music. When I later presented my technology and how I worked made a 

lot of people interested and that made me think that maybe I was on to some-

thing, but the Max-patch was so messy it wasn’t possible to share it with oth-

ers.” 

 

I 

Drone. I want a dark, gloomy, ambient 

sound with deep bass. I try different com-

binations of MIDI sounds giving them a 

narrow, low register and longer rhythm 

durations register. Testing and experi-

menting with different settings, scales and 

instruments proceeds with a premeditated 

vision in mind but this also change in the 

intra-action. Scales to be executed when 

playing I set to the modus which I earlier 

tried out for the viola part. I also set a con-

trasting scale for later use of the scale 

morph function. In the improvisational 

mode of intra-acting with the components in the app ideas change and new 

ones come up restructuring the original vision. I can get lost in just playing 

around. When I work with the notation software for the viola, I already built 

some rudimentary structure. I need to structure and merge ideas. 

 

II 

“Then I was able to get some funding 

from a public contributor so that we 

could become a few people, so let’s build 

an app from this and we developed it and 

released it. We still had not cracked what 

the possibilities were with it, that came a 

lot later when we got a lot of feedback 

from both amateurs and professionals. 

So, the first chock when we released the 

app was when people started posting 

stuff on Soundcloud14 and it sounded ter-

rible [laughter] “Oh, no! Am I guilty of 

this?”. But it was also “Wow! Could you 

do this?” people trying new stuff and 

controlling other audio banks, stuff that 

was really exciting, and so, there was the whole spectra. We took help from a 

 
14 Soundcloud is an online audio sharing platform. 

Within this frame AI can 

give you the opportunity to 

compose as playing music. 

AI do not know what kind 

of sounds or combinations 

you want. Can you show 

me? 

OK. You show what 

scales to perform. Try them 

out and AI will give new 

ideas in this fluid state. 

In connection with other 

components and services 

AI can make it possible 

with instant feedback from 

faraway places. Also, con-

nections with other compo-

nents gives rise to unex-

pected outcomes. 

AI become with multi-

ple human actants in inter-

face, giving unexpected 

outcomes and an ecology is 

emerging. 
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communication agency and they came up with a formulation that it is like 

playing on the DNA of music. Even if that is a bit communication agency-

lingo, it gives a good idea of what it is. We started thinking ahead about the 

potentialities in many different directions, that for anyone, given its intuitive 

onset, to be able to play the music they like without being a musician.” 

 

I 

The clash occurs when I go back to composing for the viola part. Music nota-

tion makes my composing linear; I create musical events in successive order, 

building a structure, upholding control of 

the music. How can I make these disparate 

modes come together? Does the viola have 

to be improvised or aleatoric? Or, do the 

electronic part just have to be a soundscape 

to the fixed viola part? I try out different 

notations trying to gain control of the com-

position but still make it intuitive, relational 

with an atmospheric state and development, 

in compliance with the non-linear mode. 

 The drone sounds that I employed in the 

previous session now sounds dull and lame. 

What happened? Trying to go back to the 

combinations of sounds that was before to 

see if I changed something unknowingly. 

When I continue in an improvisational mode, ideas pop up but can as easily 

be forgotten. I go back and listen to the previous session recording. 

 

II 

“Lowering the threshold for musicianship has led to us working with pro-

jects involving persons with function vari-

ations who do not have the physical possi-

bilities to play an instrument, then they can 

use this app and other technologies to 

make music. At the same time, I see it as 

raising the bar for what is possible to do, to 

make music that would have not been pos-

sible with traditional means. Both non-lin-

ear music with audience participation as 

well as collaborations in completely new 

ways, new types of experiences. Imagine 

having the home music playing of the 19th 

century, that you actually experience the music, but with today’s digital tools. 

What will music be in the future, and can this be a kind of mainstay for think-

ing music in new ways?”  

Now AI meet you in the 

music notation interface. 

AI can here display music 

in a linear mode. Finding 

functions that AI have 

gives you other ways of 

displaying the notation. A 

local ecology also emerges. 

Although presets are 

saved AI have a certain 

level of randomness that 

can create unforeseen out-

comes. 

Depending on context AI 

help create the ecology of 

functions. Can AI help per-

form complex tasks more 

intuitively and hence in-

crease the plethora of mu-

sic making human actants 

as well as connections for 

new nonhuman music mak-

ing actants. 
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I 

I have made pieces before combining in-

struments and electronics. Almost always 

the linear composing mode with the in-

strument part is the starting point. Now, 

when I move between electronic and in-

strumental composing, I tend to stay in the 

non-linear mode when doing instrumental 

composition. Usually I make up music 

along with the notation, constructing mu-

sical textures and “melody” in a linear 

successive mode. Now, in keeping the 

(notated) music atmospheric, or ambient, 

the notation becomes simplified, stretching over long lines of development, 

making it impractical for reading and almost obsolete in presenting a musical 

line for the interpreter.  

I have also played live electronics in 

some of my pieces, is it perhaps this I 

should compose for the app? A preset for 

live electronics? I continue trying to find a 

drone like sound that I can be pleased with 

and testing the scale morph setting to try 

and accomplish some development in the 

music. 

 

II 

“When I try to explain the app in one 

sentence, I say that it is something in be-

tween a composed piece and an instru-

ment. It is playable, but it is also control-

lable, and you can place yourself at any in-

terval to these extremes. For us it is not the 

app in itself that is exiting, but the engine 

behind it. It just happens to be an app with 

a X/Y-plane, that is just one way of controlling it. I more often use a motion 

sensor to control it and now we have taken the code out from the app and made 

an SDK15 which you can use in any context and then you can control it with 

anything. This stuff is rule-based and controllable, that is what is exciting.” 

 
15 Software Development Kit 

AI remember this via the 

saved files you look at for 

ideas. AI give you the op-

portunity to go back and re-

live an experience. 

AI offer the possibility 

of both linear display in the 

notation program and the 

non-linear improvisational 

mode.  

Show me instrument 

sounds to combine so that 

AI can perform a drone. 

With the scale morph func-

tion AI can give you a pos-

sibility to perform a change 

in the music. 

With a preset AI can learn 

how to perform a specific 

outcome. AI can also give 

you an undetermined out-

come in our meeting. 
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“We often use a motion sensor to con-

trol the app and I felt right away that here 

I want dancers, but it has been harder for 

dancers to play on Gestrument than for 

musicians. This is because the most suita-

ble motion sensor to use is the Kinect16-

camera where you get a virtual wall, kind 

of like a big iPad and your standing in it 

and play. It is a very limited catchment-

area where you can be, so the movements that you can use are very limited. A 

dancer thinks movement first and if you do not keep to that limited area, it is 

limitative for a dancer, unlike a musician who thinks sound first and adjusts 

the movements according to the sounding outcome.” 

 

I 

Making a preset that can be launched in live performance can perhaps be a 

way forward for my composition. I continue to try out the bass drone sounds 

and now focusing more on the scale morph function, trying to expand tonality 

in a progressive manner. This is an adjustment to the viola part that evolved 

to some extent between sessions with the 

app. I also want a rhythm pattern that in-

creases as the drone fade. The rhythm ran-

domness setting together with the pro-

gramable rhythm values I find hard to con-

trol to accommodate my predetermined 

idea. 

 

II 

“There is no piece of music of mine where 

I did not use the app at least partially. If you 

write something that you know you like you 

have almost certainly copied yourself or 

someone else, but to be surprised, to find 

something you did not know you liked, then 

you have progressed. To have control of the 

whole, but at the same time be surprised, that 

dynamic is very nice. It is like for a jazz mu-

sician playing in a group, to create together, 

with mutual frames of reference, “but wait, 

something else happened” and you join that idea. I can get out a MIDI-file of 

ideas I find exciting which I can look at and then compose with.” 

 
16 A motion sensing input device developed by Microsoft. 

Together with other com-

ponents the interface be-

tween you and AI can be-

come more porous. In this 

relation we give and take 

proficiencies and possibili-

ties to create. 

You can control the out-

come to some degree, but in 

return AI can give you new 

inputs about rhythm pat-

terns. 

We have come to learn 

each other to perform 

outcomes that originate 

in the interface. AI can 

provide external ideas, 

the human provides ex-

ternal ideas and hence, 

we merge to a new out-

come. 
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“With regard to the meeting between human, music and AI the interesting 

arises when you get an encounter, you have all the rules, the power from big 

data analysis but a human interacts with it and creates with it. More interesting 

is what comes out of it, does it render 

something? However, there are a lot of 

immaterial rights concerns in the future. 

If I make a preset, make up the rules and 

someone else uses it, where does one 

draw that line? Is the piano co-creator 

when you write a piano piece? In a way, 

I would say, because the instrument af-

fects so much what is possible to do. But 

I would perhaps rather say that it is a 

prerequisite. In the case of Gestrument, 

if I make a preset and you compose with 

it, have I been a participant in your com-

position then? But the technology does 

not do anything by itself, a human has 

made the technology and the settings, but it helps setting the framework. There 

has to be human input somewhere or else nothing happens.” 
 

I 

I continue with trying out modes of playing on different scales and morphing 

between them. This proffers an improvisa-

tional mode of playing which makes the 

music conceptualization non-linear, recur-

sive and iterative, time is not prevalent 

when creating. There are also always one or more low register drone instru-

ment sounds creating the soundscape that was my original idea. It has evolved 

to finding ways of rhythmic intra-active playing with the viola in mind.  

 In the third recorded app session I also 

play piano, trying out phrases and tonali-

ties for the viola in relation to the app pre-

set. And so, I go back to the notated viola 

part thus far generated. The notated music 

surely has been influenced by the non-lin-

ear mode of engaging the app. However, I 

find the notation uninteresting and irrele-

vant to a linear mode of composing, it is 

stretched over too long a time period, or 

rather too many bars. The notation software triggers my regular mode of com-

posing. I need to work with non-traditional notation in order to make it both 

practical for reading and coherent with the musical vision that I have. Perhaps 

AI have a lot of connections 

making it possible to make 

further extended connec-

tions. For example, there are 

some presets created by 

other human actants in rela-

tion with what AI can offer 

making it possible for you to 

connect with them. AI have 

connections in my becoming 

to the piano, to Max pro-

gramming, to music theory 

and so forth. 

AI make it possible to im-

provise together. 

AI am programmed with 

some music theory and pi-

ano keys. AI am beginning 

to learn what you want. 

You are also trying to learn 

the non-linear mode AI of-

fer to merge it with instru-

mental composition. 
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I can create a graphical musical notation where the musician intra-acts with it 

on a X/Y-plane. 

 

II 

“It wouldn’t have been possible for me to become a composer without digital 

tools since I don’t have an instrument. I have my ears, but they have always 

taken help from the digital tools already from the beginning. When stuff be-

comes easier, of course you get an increasing amount of opportunities and 

changed opportunities to compose. But you also have to have limitations. 

When I start writing a new piece I hopefully always start with which musi-

cians, which instruments, perhaps which 

venue, and perhaps which context, these 

limitations give me ideas about what to 

do. About technology, all tools have limi-

tations, some things they are good at, 

some things they are worse at.” 

 

I 

The preset is now on maximum random-

ness. I hold my finger on the screen sur-

face, turn on continuous playback and 

play piano to the soundscape. We play to-

gether, merging modes of composing. The notation for the musician will be 

non-linear to make it possible to intra-act with music and AI in real time. We 

learn to know each other. 

Un/En/tangling 

I will here circumscribe some relations and untangle the narratives to address 

the formulated research questions. Also, the aforementioned understandings 

of subjectivity and learning within posthumanist onto-epistemology are dis-

cussed and entangled with digital composition education and bundled in the 

cyborg concept.  

In the narrative of II, learning to compose music is described as a search 

for non-notational, non-linear ways to work within a genre that is mainly 

based on music notation. This was a process among peers and technological 

actants that could affirm a non-notational mode of conceptualizing music. For 

example, conceptualizing music on a X/Y-plane came about in the Wacom 

tablet practice of peer-composers and experimentation with the Max-program-

ming environment. In this relational becoming-with all the affirming actants, 

the learning process in a posthumanist sense is a rhythmic being with our cul-

tural environment and available artefacts. When learning to align with arte-

facts, they are firstly evident and present. In the learning process they 

AI give possibilities to be-

come together. That which 

AI do not know can be 

learnt in extended connec-

tions or in relation to hu-

man actants that program in 

this interface. The outcome 

becomes in togetherness. 

AI offer things that other-

wise would not exist. 
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subsequently become transparent, invisible and works in the system in a back-

ground relation (Hasse 2020). In this sense, Gestrument emerged as a bodily 

extension for II as an outcome of this learning process when in time becoming 

involved in all composing material. Although originated as a highly personal-

ized means for composing and playing, the Max-patch was designed as an 

application and released as a commercial product. When released, other intra-

actions with other composers made unpredictable outcomes. These are exam-

ples of diffraction patterns via a multiplicity of actants aligning with each 

other where agencies emerge. Creating music enacted as a relational activity. 

Recognizing the intra-relational process, II acknowledges the available arte-

facts as a prerequisite for certain outcomes, that they affect what human ‘in-

put’ is possible. Although, nonhuman action is refuted. However, nonhuman 

‘input’ or action in learning activities is not symmetrical to human action. 

When humans adapt to the nonhuman (Gemeinboeck 2020) they do so to align 

with the contribution to the meaning-making process that artefacts, in this case 

an application or a musical instrument, provide. 

As for my own composing process, both affirming, and contestant modes 

of conceptualizing music were present. What I in the narrative refer to as a 

clash is the frustration that the app will not easily converge with my intentions 

and my habitual mode of composing. I have to adapt to the inputs from the 

app, or rather, in the intra-actions a certain kind of agency emerges. To align 

with the application actant, to its diffraction pattern, a learning process takes 

place. My composing process is fluidly reconfigured through these intra-ac-

tions, as a shapeshifter cyborg learner, on account of actants involved; Gestru-

ment, music notation, earlier composing experiences, musical instruments and 

so forth. When I play piano to the soundscape preset made in Gestrument, my 

relation to the music becomes embodied in a way that is in line with my 

learned habit of intra-acting with music. The number of bodily receptors en-

gaged when playing an instrument seems to exceed the intra-action with an 

iPad app. However, some limited musical expression actions are possible on 

Gestrument, but the experience becomes disembodied. Or perhaps simplified. 

Or even, othered as musical expression. Lowering the threshold for musician-

ship, as told by II, certainly seems like a valid objective, however, an altered 

or othered musicianship, by digital actants. Getting to know my own process 

as becoming-with as a cyborg learner and intra-acting with unknown actants 

is, for teaching purposes a way of moving my own musical artefact-relation 

from the background to the foreground.  

Since nonhumans are put forward as equal actants should not Application 

I also learn and become in this process? When II released the application dif-

fraction happened. Faced with numerous actants the potentialities of outcomes 

and enactments were multiplied into unpredictable becomings. In the intra-

actions, nonhuman actants also emerge to their potential. As humans and non-

humans constitute each other in different ways (Gemeinboeck 2020), learning 

is one effect for the human, and becoming is one for nonhuman. The 
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Application I becomes in the relational performative activity of composing, 

diffracting the situated now into multiple outcomes. Moreover, both humans 

and nonhumans bring their unique ‘input’ to the intra-action, forming which 

becomings and learnings that will emerge. Here is a difference between be-

coming and learning established17. The application I can become in a multi-

tude of potential forms as a phenomenon emerging from intra-actions. How-

ever, it does not learn, if learning is understood as a transformation of behavior 

and cognition (Hasse 2020). Can learning also be a situated phenomenon only 

present in a specific ecology of actants? If so, learning could imply a certain 

phenomenon or outcome ascribed to a certain ecology, not making a change 

in actants, rather an embodied aligning among humans and nonhumans (see 

for example Carlgren 2020). 

In the research field of robotics and artificial intelligence (AI) machine 

learning (ML) is of concern. The development in this field has roughly moved 

from logics and inference via statistics to algorithms to interaction with the 

environment (Sebag 2014). Acknowledging the body-mind separation prob-

lem in ML means dealing with embodied interaction with the world. Within 

AI development emphasis has historically been put on academic intelligence 

like problem solving. Machines perform well in these areas, but not so good 

in basic skills, such as navigating in a changing environment. It has also been 

shown that the human body to a large extent determine the thoughts. Instead 

of the habitual understanding, that the human mind controls the body’s ac-

tions, activity in the corresponding brain area seems to start before the con-

scious thought of body action (Pfeifer & Bongard 2007). Entangling learning, 

machine learning and embodiment argumentations can in the case of music 

composition education mean that learning is a situated, embodied phenome-

non emerging in the intra-actions of actants. Learning takes place in the now, 

when intra-acting. All actants need to be present, human and nonhuman, for 

the transforming of action to certain outcomes.  

Working with composition in educational settings gives a wide array of 

conceptions regarding music mentalization, realization and embodiments 

from a multiplicity of learners. Thinking mainly in a linear mode gives me as 

a teacher a limited insight in other genre conventions and conceptualizations, 

also, I tend to teach according to this mode, “We learn what we’re taught, and 

then we teach what we know.” (St. Pierre 2019b, 2). Returning to the any-

thing-goes-trap referred to in the introduction, or perhaps it is an anything-

goes-fear that the post-theories inflict when stating the decentralization of hu-

man action (Haraway 2018). In music education where composing from sub-

jective musical ideas is part of the subject matter, in the sociomaterial context, 

‘anything goes’ will not be possible. Or rather, available actants will together 

make performative systems to form outcomes which are not ‘anything’, but 

 
17 The discussion on learning is extensive. Here it is briefly discussed in connection to posthu-

manist understanding. 
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can be diffracted to ‘everything’, any number of outcomes in the specific per-

formative intra-action.  

Arguing within the cyborg learner concept, digital actants are not innocent. 

They intentionally bring about conceptions, they highlight some features and 

veil others (Jennings 2007). The full account for this situated learning is at-

tributed to the multiplicity, the assemblage where it emerged. What this shift 

proposes for digital music composition education is an attention to all actants 

making patterns in the learning and becoming of subjectivities. Digital hard-

ware/software can offer multiple ways of intra-acting with music, other than 

common musical instruments, and differentiate the process of conceptualizing 

subjective ideas in other directions, emphasizing diffraction and relationality. 

In this understanding of music creation as relational and fluid, the employment 

of specific digital actants can help corroborate modes of conceptualizing mu-

sic, but also act as a partner of renewal as well as sounding board for musical 

ideas (Brøvig-Hanssen & Danielsen 2016). However, attention to embodi-

ment of musical action is needed. Since mind and body are a whole in the 

learning process, othered, and sometimes simplified, embodied musical ac-

tions give other kinds of musical experience and learning. 

Turning from the composition as an artefact of fixed form containing an 

interpretational essence, leaves way for an understanding of music creation as 

emanating in sympoiesis (Haraway 2016), to the composition as relata (Barad 

2007; Ceder 2016). The cyborg composer learner incorporates artefacts into 

practices, becoming a system. In this understanding, the so-called passive di-

mension of music (Hagerman 2016), conceptualized as the Composer’s auto-

poietic ideas represented in a musical score, becomes inconclusive. Human 

intentional agency is however not refuted altogether, nor is aptitude or 

knowledge. Rather, they are situated and performative; if conditions are 

slightly changed, knowledges change. If actants change, outcomes change, 

however fractional these changes can seem. A sensibility to these shifts in 

practices becomes a prerequisite for understanding learning processes in soci-

omaterial practices. Also, music teacher education can benefit from address-

ing diversity in genre conventions and composition conceptualizations. When 

attention is given to the composition as relata, as emerging in relation with 

other actants, music teacher students can find more purposeful employment of 

actants and understand the outcomes that are performed within a certain situ-

ated classroom ecology. 

Employing music theory, genre conventions and digital hardware/software 

as actants, instead of as limitative rules, can help circumscribe the subject mat-

ter to keep it intact and still allow diffraction in creative activities without 

requiring reiteration of past outcomes, giving subjective ideas a place in the 

becoming-with of learners. The issue is rather to discern which actants to em-

ploy by getting to know them, get to know their patterns of outcomes, what 

modes they can exert, to be able to facilitate different modes of conceptuali-

zations of music. Keeping in mind the structural powers exerted by actants 
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such as commercial interests and traditional gender patterns (Ferm Almqvist 

2021), the cyborg learner image can re-capacitate the learning and becoming 

of the subject in sociomaterial educational relationality, making intra-action 

within the ecology the starting point and smallest unit of analysis. To avoid 

the making of totalizing theories that “misses most of reality” (Haraway 2004, 

39) the cyborg image can regenerate identities in iterative educational prac-

tices to help eschew gendering or ethnicizing learning and becomings in prac-

tices of multiplicities. 
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Methodological approaches 

When acting within a post qualitative research rationale, a prescribed method-

ological doctrine is averted (St. Pierre, 2019b). The approaches instead, for 

this research process, were intra-acted with, and a situated methodology 

emerged when put in relation to the research material. These hybrid method-

ologies were relationally entangled with posthumanist sociomaterial onto-

epistemologies to address the research aim. Enacted approaches were 

a/r/tography and narrative inquiry as suggested in article 1 and Actor-Network 

Theory transformed to compositionism (Latour, 2010) re-composed in article 

2, to an approach of composing music educational practices. Through the ap-

proaches I set to explore sociomaterial relational becomings and outcomes in 

music composing activities in diverse learning settings. Also, to diffract light 

to both linear and nonlinear digital software actants and their influence on 

performed practices, the subject didaktik implications are spotlighted and dif-

fracted further. These methodological approaches are enacted to challenge 

myself as researcher and my presumptions about music composition educa-

tional practices. The re-instalment of the human in the ecology of activities 

means acknowledging my own participation in the emerging practices. The 

approaches also intensify relationality. They are employed to discern the rela-

tional emerging meaning-making agencies, the yet to come and unlooked for 

in activities. 

The above-described methodological approaches belong to a diaspora of 

research studies enacted in diverse ways. In the following chosen approaches 

will be outlined even though they are entangled ontologically and epistemo-

logically. Concepts will appear and re-appear forming a rhizomatic narrative 
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of enacted educational relationality. The different, but connected, methodo-

logical approaches are emerged from intra-action with the research material, 

but also enfolded with relational ontology. They are entangled with different 

intensities within the theory to elicit new thought and diffractions concerning 

the research aim. Neologisms in post-theories are purported as a performative 

turn from the modern dualisms to a transversal rhizomatic understanding of 

the complexity of activities (Dolphijn & van der Tuin, 2012). Formation of 

new concepts is vital to posthumanist theory, connected to the process of cre-

ating new thoughts. In this sense, concepts are not seen as metaphors, instead 

they are metamorphosis (Smith, 2019). 

A/r/tography 

A/r/topraphical inquiry acts within the entangled continuum of artist, re-

searcher, and teacher (Springgay et al., 2008). This entanglement is an em-

bodied engagement with the research, acts of theorizing to seek understand-

ings. In a process of text and artistic inquiry, as for example music, preestab-

lished conceptions are complicated for the quest of finding new understand-

ings. A/r/tography acts within the forms of meaning-making, knowing 

(theoria), doing (praxis), and making (poesis) (Irwin & Springgay, 2008). 

Congruent to the entangled practices of researching, composing, and learn-

ing/teaching, a/r/tography forms the methodological onset in one of the stud-

ies. The cyborg figuration in article 1 is a signifier for the material/conceptual 

entanglement of composing music. Construing this figuration is an a/r/to-

graphical act and as such motivates the choice of methodology.  

Transversal connections and entangled agencies are prevalent in educa-

tional activities as well as within the assemblages that form a research ecol-

ogy. Entanglement means that body and mind and the material and cultural 

environment are inseparable. Instead of thinking away subjectivity, trying to 

make the impossible move to create an outside observer of phenomena, I 
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instead explore in-depth entanglements that are there, irrespective of thought 

experiments of separation. The artist/researcher/teacher entanglement is in-

stead recognized and put to work in the research. The a/r/tographer needs to 

position herself within the research (Irwin, et al., 2008), or rather, is already a 

co-creator of realities (St. Pierre, 2019a).  

Research through iterative and recursive engagements with the world is a 

participatory embodied practice (Springgay et al., 2008). When all identities 

of a/r/tography are entangled in inquiry the research material can include ar-

tistic, educational, and qualitative forms of investigation. In article 1 the a/r/to-

graphical research material includes composing (artistic inquiry), narratives 

(educational inquiry) and interview (qualitative inquiry). Through reflexive 

iterative engagement with the research material a meaning making process is 

undertaken. Validity in a/r/tographical inquiry is a rigorousness of reflexive 

and reflective engagement with the research material. The relational under-

standing of research creates renderings in the research process. Renderings 

can allow an in-depth engagement with the relationality of inquiry, education, 

and art to create new meaning of these entangled practices (Springgay et al., 

2008). 

Narrative inquiry  

In the first article a posthumanist narrative is formed from the three actants 

involved in the interview. These are narratives of becoming a composer and 

of learning within musical engagements. As a form of educational inquiry, 

narratives are informed by the experiences of the participants in the interview, 

the experiences of the researcher as well as by the entangled experiences 

emerging from the research process (Barrett & Stauffer, 2009) and from the 

digital/nonhuman actants. In this sense, the researcher is inseparable from the 

research. Narrative inquiry is an emerging process between researcher and in-

terview participants (Clandinin, 2007).  
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For narratives to become posthumanist, the two narrative levels of story 

and discourse need to be included (Lovell, 2018). Also, the performative turn 

implies a shift from story as representation to story as emergent. In a distinc-

tion of story as presentation, when acted on stage in a play, and representation 

when told or written, the story is seen as pre-existing its rendering (Abbott, 

2008). When story is understood as emergent, it is rather created anew each 

rendering, irreducible to the situated assemblage of actants. Then, as enacted 

posthumanist narrative, the story is an emergent actant. Recursive intra-action 

with the narrative as emerged actant and the transversal intra-actions in activ-

ities render the posthumanist narrative, as analytical approach, diffractive to 

outcomes and becomings. Such engagement with narrative as analysis, in its 

non-reductionist approach, will capacitate and re-capacitate actants to new 

meanings and a/effects, averting the positivist cause-effect research logic in 

favour of constant flows of intra-related processes (Ferrando, 2019). 

Following the shift from grand narratives of the worlds becoming as a lin-

ear causal progress to personalized small narratives (Goodson, 2013), the be-

coming of the subjective intermingles with the world. Also, the becoming of 

the world is a nonlinear process which is more than the sum of the parts (De 

Landa, 1997). The intra-actions between actants belong to their emergent 

properties. As an entangled becoming of the subject and the world, the narra-

tive constitutes the materialization of the a/r/tographical process which is un-

dertaken in article 1.  

Compositionism 

ANT, as discussed in the theory framework chapter, is in article 2 re-assem-

bled as methodological approach, purported via the neologism composition-

ism. This was manifested by Bruno Latour (2010) as a response to the critique 

and the rethinking of the concepts included in the ANT acronym (Latour, 

1999). When recalling Actor-Network Theory, Latour (1999) proposes a 
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complete reconceptualization of the terms it comprises, since they have been 

attached to misapplied connotations. Actor, when associated with human 

agency, disqualifies the mediating function of artefacts. Especially in its hy-

phenated form coupled with the word ‘network’, social interaction has been 

misinterpreted as taking place between (human) actors dismissing matter as 

intermediaries transporting uninterrupted information (Latour, 1996), under-

stood in resemblance with an internet network (Latour, 1999). Artefacts are 

instead seen as actions from afar, mediating interactions. Actions never origi-

nates from a pristine human source but are recursive intra-actions within the 

space/time continuum where artefacts are participants of actions. Social inter-

action is framed and structured by artefacts making the copresence of two hu-

man subjects otiose for this action to emerge (Latour, 1996). Interobjectivity 

denominates a framing of social interaction with cultural and material actants 

mediating action(s) and cultural interaction memory (Sammut & Moghaddam, 

2014).  

Compositionism is proposed as an alternative to critique as revealer of sci-

entific facts, lifting the veil of constructivism (Latour, 2010). What this alter-

native suggests is an understanding of facts and constructions as interdepend-

ent in forming scientific knowledge. The revealing of ‘truth’ is thus a process 

of composing, de-composing and re-composing the situated constructions of 

facts. Instead of uncovering what is fact and what is constructed, the distinc-

tion lies between what is badly, and what is well constructed (Latour, 2010).  

The connection between music and the neologism ‘compositionism’ grants 

a certain creative workflow in researching music education, and as such con-

nects to a/r/tography. To avoid reductionism, compositionism must compose 

continuity from discontinuous pieces, as non-causal processes of activities. 

Also, “the consequences overwhelm their causes” (Latour, 2010, p. 484) 

which implies that activities outcomes are diffractive (Barad, 2007).  

In activities the smallest unit of analysis is the relationship (Haraway, 

2004). Following the research aim, compositionism is mediated as fluid 
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compositions of activities, as an attempt at making spatializations of assem-

blages concrete through the ANT/compositionism research approach. Actants 

in activities are composed and re-composed as hybrids of human and nonhu-

man mediators of meaning, sometimes diffracted into outcomes which are fur-

ther intra-acted with, in the fluid processes of music composition education.  

Trustworthiness of the methodological entanglement 

The methods activated here are bricolages contextualised in the interface of 

methodological approaches and empirical material, as aforementioned.18 This 

construction of method can evoke questions of accountability and trustworthi-

ness. In posthumanist research, inquiries are realized in ways that aim to evade 

humanist presumptions. To assess inquiries that incorporate nonhumans in the 

making of the world, other criteria are required. Accounting for the re-

searcher’s place in the world is an onset into posthumanist research 

(Thompson & Adams, 2020). As we (humans) are situated with/in our entan-

glements, and research is actuated through/within them, posthumanist inquiry 

reconnects knowing with being (Ulmer, 2017). The philosophical reasonings 

and the methodological engagements with the research material are in this 

thesis intra-acting to accomplish trustworthiness for the actuated entangle-

ments in weaving together human and nonhuman narratives to make explicit 

and create insights into a performativity of difference (Thompson & Adams, 

2020).  

Entanglement of theory and methodology is also emphasized by a post 

qualitative inquiry rationale that capacitates the emersion of research method 

from interplay and convergence with the empirical material (St. Pierre, 

2019b). Rigorousness in the research process to attain validity can within 

qualitative research be accomplished through strict adherance to established 

methodologies. However, science methodology from a posthumanist 

 
18 Methodological approaches 
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vantagepoint becomes a taken for granted activity that is located within a 

certain situated research rationale with the risk of only repeating the same. 

Prescribed methodologies limit new thought and makes hidden effects 

perpetualy imperceptible (Latour, 1999; St. Pierre, 2016). From the 

prerequisite to make new meanings perceptible I chose to engage with 

methodologies that weave together the researcher/composer/teacher identities 

with the research. However, to evade a stalemate of research inquiry, methods 

also need to disrupt, move, compose and decompose, play and challenge to 

allow me to tap in with the liveliness of posthumanism. A/r/tography and a 

posthumanist narrative weaved together human and nonhuman storylines with 

becoming identities. In the process of interview and creative work they also 

disrupt, challenge, play with me and against me. Somewhere in this messiness, 

new knowledges are formed and emerge through inquiries in complex 

relations (Ulmer, 2017).  

Compositionism (Latour, 2010) emerged as a method of inquiry into music 

composing practices when I was working out how to engage ANT as concrete 

method in the research. Convergent to the activity studied, compositionism 

seeks equilibrium in the fact/construction research entanglement (Latour, 

2010). However, the closeness and congruence of method with research 

material could also incapacitate the researcher’s ability to reflect when music 

making and research inquiry entangle as similar processes. The construction 

part of research practice can find leverage over revealing of fact. Rigorousness 

is in this understanding attained through fair and thorough presentation of 

actuated actants within the constructed activity to explore their meaning 

making capacities and knowledge-forming implications. As such, emerged 

knowledges from the interview inquiry and creative a/r/tographical inquiry in 

the first study19 are put into play in the second study20 as experiences of 

nonlinear workflows. 

 
19 Cyborg learners: Becoming-with in the ecology of digital music composition (Article 1) 
20 Compositionism and digital music composition education (Article 2) 
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Dissonances arose between the emerged methods of inquiry and the 

philosophical onset pertaining to the concepts permanencey and linearity. One 

basic assumption in ANT and compositionism is that assemblages are contin-

uously reconfigured (Latour, 2010; 2005). Impermanence and fluidity of 

activities and becomings within, are onto-epistemological assumptions in 

posthumanism (Ceder, 2016). Thus, the materializations of fluid activities as 

assemblage compositions21 can seem to fixate this very capacity. The intention 

is however, to depict fluidity as lines of intra-action and becomings 

materializing agential cuts (Barad, 2007). Agential cuts are enacted temporary 

stabilizations of doings, and emerging agencies through these enactments. The 

assemblage compositions, through their fixed materializations becomes 

actants in the performative enactments with the research, what scientific 

empiricism would term an analysis process. Furthermore, with the non-

reductionist aspirations on researching activities, homogeneity by tying 

together heterogeneous outcomes with an overarching structure can easily 

become a fallback, or a misconception (De Landa, 1997; Latour, 2005). 

Impermanence in assemblages and becomings thus emerges as a significant 

concept. This is brought to the fore in this thesis by the assemblage 

compositions as froozen flows of actants, relations, becomings and outcomes 

which are actuated in the following chapter.  

Linearity is unavoidable, considering text as the medium of research 

distribution. Arguments for nonlinear processes and perceptions of music and 

music creation still seem to follow the linear reasoning causality when 

producing the research material and the text. However, efforts are made in this 

thesis to address nonlinear processes when concepts as rhizome (Deleuze & 

Guattari, 2013) and diffraction (Barad, 2007) are actuated. Also, the texts 

included are structured so that concepts and phenomena are diffracted into 

diversified understandings. This structure aims to promote the rhizomatic 

 
21 See Compositionism and digital music composition education (Article 2) 
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processes that diffraction postulates. Research results are not produced in a 

linear causal process where equilibrium and stability between entities is 

implied. Rather, reflexivness over research are about outcomes that emerge 

through a dynamic between components (De Landa, 1997) that produces 

complexities of dissonances and consonances that increases the rhizome in 

nonlinear diffractions. Inquiring within my own composing process disrupted 

by human and nonhuman others, as enacted in the first study, exemplifies a 

dissonance/consonance perpetuation of impermanence.  

Ethical considerations 

In both studies incorporated in this thesis the ethical guidelines of the Swedish 

Research Council were followed (Swedish Research Council, 2017). The in-

terviewee in article 122 is, as creator of a commercial product and in that con-

text, a public figure. As such, a double bind occurs where both the acknowl-

edgement of the originator of a unique music software and a trustworthy crit-

ical scrutiny of it to fulfil the aim of the study need to be considered. Full 

consent from the interviewee was given to use the name overtly and the choice 

was made to do so. When the interview was constructed into a narrative, the 

interviewee read it and was asked to make corrections if necessary. No cor-

rections were made from this reading. Also, the interviewee’s story has been 

published before in other contexts, both in interviews and in research (Bacot 

& Féron, 2016), conditions that can verify the narrative. However, full insight 

into whether the answers in the interview were arranged in a, for the inter-

viewee, favourable manner is not possible to attain. To deal with the interview 

via the constructed narratives in an overt and transparent process establishes 

that no commercial or other unsound interests exists between researcher and 

product or interviewee. 

 
22 Cyborg learners: Becoming-with in the ecology of digital music composition (Article 1) 
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Before enacting the classroom study as presented in article 223, consent 

forms24 were handed out to the pupils with information about me as researcher 

and about the research study. Furthermore, the information was presented ver-

bally to the classes where they could ask questions about their participation. 

No information about the pupils other than the signed consent form were col-

lected. The pupils could terminate their participation at any time. During the 

intervention in the classroom, efforts were made to make sure that none of the 

pupils that had not consented to participation would appear in the material.  In 

the transcription tables, all appearing pupils and teachers are anonymised.  

Honesty and openness in presenting and dealing with the research material 

is of importance (Swedish Research Council, 2017). When research involving 

commercial products, questions about conflicts of interest can arise. In the first 

study, unsound affiliations, commercial or otherwise, need to be averted for 

credibility reasons. For this purpose, my intra-actions with the application are 

open and fair in their description as to what ends I invite this actant into play. 

Both discords and alignments are presented in composing activity to uphold a 

trustworthy inquiry following the research aim. Also, the research performed 

in the classroom includes an open account that no earlier affiliations or inter-

ests between the school and me existed. The involvement of Garageband in 

the classroom study was a coincidence, although plausible since it is a widely 

used application. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
23 Compositionism and digital music composition education (Article 2) 
24 See Appendix 2 
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Sammanfattning 

Syftet med artikeln är att undersöka sociomateriella relationer i aktivite-

ter inom digital musikkompositionsundervisning via de posthuman-

istiska begreppen kompositionism och assemblage. Studien utgör ett 

bidrag till en ickelinjär och icke-reduktivistisk förståelse för un-

dervisningsaktiviteter där material, natur och kultur formar performa-

tiva praktiker. Förutom Latours Actor-Network Theory (ANT) som te-

oretisk grund och den onto-epistemologiska bearbetningen av ANT 

som kallas kompositionism grundas undersökningen även på posthu-

manistiskt tänkande, Barads intra-aktion, Haraways becoming-with och 

postkvalitativ forskningsteori. Fyra klasser i årskurs 9 i en svensk 

grundskola deltog i kompositionsaktiviteten och forskningsinterven-

tionen. Lektionerna filmades under en fyraveckorsperiod. Utifrån soci-

omateriella transkriptioner av de filmade lektionerna skapades assem-

blage-kompositioner med syfte att utforska vilka utkomster och 

tillblivelser som uppstod. De sociomateriella kompositionerna syn-

liggör digitala musikkompositioner som hybrider i lärandeaktiviteter. 

Sökord: Musikundervisning, Posthumanism, Actor-Network The-

ory, Digitalisering, Musikkomposition 
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Abstract 

This article aims to explore the sociomaterial relational activities within 

digital music composition education via the posthumanist concepts 

compositionism and assemblage. The study is an attempt at a nonlinear 

and non-reductivist understanding of educational activities where mat-

ter, nature and culture shape performative practices. Engaging with 

Latour and Actor-Network Theory (ANT) and its onto-epistemological 

manifest as compositionism the explorations also find impetus from 

posthumanist thinking, Barad’s intra-action, Haraway’s becoming-with 

and post-qualitative inquiry. Four year 9 classes in a Swedish compul-

sory school took part in the composing activity and the research inter-

vention. During a four-week participation period the music composition 

lessons were video-recorded. Sociomaterial transcriptions of the rec-

orded lessons were transformed into assemblage compositions to ex-

plore the outcomes and becomings that emerged. What these socio-

material compositions brings to the fore is the hybridity of digital music 

composition outcomes in learning activities.  

Keywords: Music education, Posthumanism, Actor-Network The-

ory, Digitalization, Music composition 

Introduction 

Material relations can be seen as immanent to musical practices. Play-

ing music or composing music is dependent on and entangled with 

“stuff” (Krogh, 2018). This entanglement also affects music education 

(Allsup, 2013; Bell, 2015; Folkestad, 2017; Martin, 2012).  To explore 

the relational aspects of music composing in education as sociomaterial 

practices, I participated in activities including a composing assignment, 
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digital hardware and software and musical instruments in four year 9 

classes (15–year-old pupils) at a compulsory school in Sweden. More-

over, these learning activities involved a prescribed learning matter as 

well as a prescribed subjective expression in music, formulated by the 

music subject syllabus, which states that pupils should create music “on 

the basis of their own musical ideas” (Skolverket, 2018, p. 164). 

Governmental policy statements (Näringsdepartementet, 2017; 

Utbildningsdepartementet, 2017) and writings in the curriculum and the 

music subject syllabus (Skolverket, 2018) in Sweden also place com-

pulsory educational practices and material relations in an ongoing dig-

italization process. Digital tools are to be implemented in school edu-

cation and administrative context with equal availability for all pupils 

in compulsory school (Utbildningsdepartementet, 2017) and also, more 

specifically in the music subject (Skolverket, 2018). 

Means to employ digital material in music education are, however, 

largely up to the individual teacher, working within the local conditions, 

depending on possibilities and limitations constituting the local school 

and classroom ecology. Also, professional competence as well as hard-

ware/software manufacturers affect planning and teaching/learning 

practices (Huovinen & Rautanen, 2019; Jennings, 2007; Schmidt-

Jones, 2018). If all these human and nonhuman (cultural and material) 

participants in a classroom ecology mediate information (Latour, 2005), 

not only teacher, student and subject matter, as formulated in the stand-

ard didactic triangle (Selander, 2017), shape emerging outcomes of ac-

tivities. Learning practices, in a sociomaterial sense, need to be under-

stood in extended meaning. 
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The aim of this study is to explore how processes of digital musical 

composition in a compulsory music classroom can be understood 

through the posthumanist theories of compositionism and assemblage. 

This aim surfaced the following research question: How can socio-

material assemblages be composed, decomposed and recomposed to 

make new meaning of digital music composition education and its out-

comes in lower secondary school? 

The situated classroom ecology 

During a four-week period I participated in a composition activity in 

four year 9 classes, with one one-hour music lesson per week each, at a 

compulsory school in a larger city in Sweden. There were two qualified 

music teachers working at the school and the four year 9 classes were 

divided between them, each teaching two classes. A teacher assistant 

also participated in lessons with one of the teachers. The school, the 

teachers and the pupils were unknown to me before I conducted the 

research. The selection of school was made by sending a question about 

interest in participating in a research project to several music teachers 

who taught in lower secondary school in the region to whom I had no 

previous affiliation. The only requirement that was stated in the ques-

tion was that a composing assignment involving digital hardware/soft-

ware was to be carried out as part of the music subject. Two schools 

were willing to participate, and I selected the one which had more year 

9 classes involved in the composing assignment. Before I arrived, the 

pupils were informed about my work and the research. The ethical 

guidelines of the Swedish Research Council (Vetenskapsrådet, 2017) 

were followed, and the pupils signed a written consent form stating that 
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participation in the research was voluntary and that they could terminate 

their participation at any time. The pupils who did not consent to par-

ticipation are excluded from the research material.  

 The composing assignment for these lessons was planned by the two 

teachers before my first meeting with them, but we discussed it together 

before and after the first lesson. The assignment asked the pupils to 

compose an updated version of the Swedish national anthem. The teach-

ers gave the pupils a document showing a total of 16 colored boxes, 

representing measures, divided into two eight-measure groups which 

was reviewed for the classes in an introductory lecture. In the boxes the 

pupils filled in chords from a selection of chords indicated by the colors 

of the boxes. The tonic in the given key was prescribed in some boxes, 

such as the first and the last. Using this semi self-chosen chord progres-

sion, the pupils were required to orchestrate the composition in Gar-

ageband25 and compose a melody for the lyrics that they composed dur-

ing the Swedish subject lessons. To compose the music, they had access 

to iPads with Garageband installed and all available instruments in the 

music classroom, predominantly guitars and keyboards. Some pupils 

also brought their own iPhones to access Garageband. One pupil also 

brought a violin.  

When recording the lessons, I used two cameras following different 

groupings of human and nonhuman actants26. Sometimes the cameras 

were placed at fixed locations in the room to focus on a group of pupils 

or one pupil working individually on an iPad, and sometimes the 

 
25 Garageband is a music making application by Apple that is commonly used in music educa-

tion. 
26 Actant, as alternative to actor, is here signifying human and nonhuman participants as medi-

ators. The purpose is to avert predefining and anthropomorphising participants in activities 

(Haraway, 1994). 
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cameras were adjusted to provide a panoramic view of the whole class-

room. When using the panoramic view, I moved between the two cam-

eras, and made fieldnotes. Sometimes one camera was in a fixed loca-

tion, and I moved around with the other one, following the mutable as-

semblages. 

Outlined here is what emerged as the situated place and space for the 

situated education/research ecology, negotiated between human and 

nonhuman actants’ agencies and intentions in conjunction with cultural 

formations. Ecology, as the study of place where we live or “place that 

we live” (Bennett, 2004, p. 365, emphasis added), is not exclusively 

seeking equilibrium. Our living place, the world, is formed in disso-

nance as well as consonance through the individualities, that are inter-

connected multiplicities of infinite variation (Deleuze & Guattari, 

2013). Assemblages of human and nonhuman are fluidly and perpetu-

ally formed and reformed, within an interconnected ecology (Bennett, 

2004). To move beyond dualisms, perpetuated by Cartesian thinking 

(Susa, 2019), ecology emphasizes entanglement and multiplicity, and 

the wholeness of culture, nature and matter in play.  

 

Researching within the multiverse 

Some concepts that guide the exploration are here further delineated. 

Digital hardware and software constitute an ever increasing and shape-

shifting multiverse making material relations within the music compos-

ing practice hard to bypass. The multiverse, in a posthumanist under-

standing, is an emerging and expanding rhizome where a multiplicity 

of material possibilities generates humans as nodes of becoming 
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(Ferrando, 2018). Rhizomes expand and reconfigure without predeter-

mined causal effects or linearity as recurring transformations within ac-

tivities (Deleuze & Guattari, 2013; Latour, 1999), producing unpredict-

ability as a component in music composition education. 

To explore the situated ecology of the classroom, emerged within the 

multiverse, a sociomaterial understanding for activities is proposed. 

This implicates the participation of nonhuman entities in activities, 

making them actants intra-acting with other human and nonhuman act-

ants. All things equally exist and become into existence, this is some-

times referred to as a flat ontology (Bogost, 2012) and onto-epistemol-

ogy (Barad, 2007).  

Furthermore, matter (e.g., Garageband), culture (e.g., music theory) 

and nature (e.g., sound production) affect emerging agencies that shape 

and reshape activities and their outcomes, to diffractive effects (Barad, 

2007). Diffraction is the breaking apart of the now into multiple futures. 

However, it is not a single event, rather a continuous repatterning of 

now and then (Barad, 2014). Troubling causality and dichotomy, dif-

fraction provides multiplicity in the configuring and reconfiguring of 

activities studied. A planned assignment in an educational ecology 

emerges as one actant among other actants, all together forming the ac-

tivity. The common preconception about educational practices where 

the teacher via an assignment can control what the pupil will learn needs 

to be challenged. Predetermined learning outcomes are practical sim-

plifications that disregard the multiplicity that is produced within activ-

ities (Murris, 2022). 

The intent is to avert preconceived linear causality and presumed ef-

fects as simplistic solutions and address the messiness and multiplicity 
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of educational practices (Sandvik, 2010). To elicit alternative thoughts 

and understandings, this study engages compositionism (Latour, 2010) 

and Actor-Network Theory (ANT; Latour, 2005). To stretch it even fur-

ther, provoke diffractive thoughts and experience the unlooked-for in 

complexities (Löytönen et al., 2015), and avoid limitative methodolog-

ical rules, post-qualitative inquiry (St. Pierre, 2019a) as an approach to 

intra-act with the study is activated. The use of the prefix “intra” em-

phasizes the connectedness of becoming actants in practices. “Interac-

tion” presumes a predefined property of actants in play. To emphasize 

the entanglement of actants, “intra” is attention to agency as emerging 

in connections (Barad, 2007) and becoming properties of actants as im-

manent in the emerging practice, the assemblages that will reconfigure 

and/or expand within the rhizome (Deleuze & Guattari, 2013).  

Digital composition and sociomaterial relations 

Research in music composing and education often consider digital hard-

ware/software as established artefacts. Individual digital platforms and 

hardware/software are however in constant flux. Perpetual updates and 

increased accessibility to software and digital devices for human-non-

human intra-action make them fluid, rather than establishing them as 

fixed artefacts of musical creation (Lind & Nylén, 2016), perpetually 

expanding and reshaping the multiverse. Also, when composing music 

in a digital environment, the digital affiliates with other established mu-

sical artefacts (e.g., musical instruments such as the piano or guitar), 

and different forms of genre conventions, composing techniques 

(Folkestad, 2004, 2006; Maes et al., 2018) and Western art music nota-

tion and other forms of music notation (Schmidt-Jones, 2018).  
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Digital platforms of music making possibilities affect the outcomes 

via veiling or enhancing different features and parameters of musical 

visualizations and functions (Jennings, 2007; Schmidt-Jones, 2018).  

Musical knowledge can also be understood as embedded into the fea-

tures of music making applications (e.g., Garageband), as resources for 

music composing (Bandlien & Selander, 2019). When treating digital 

actants as if they are members of conceptions in music making activities 

(Brooker & Sharrock, 2016) but only to a point when their functions are 

“learned” by the human user, mediating actions of the material actants 

are bypassed, reducing agency as phenomenon emerging in intra-action 

(Barad, 2007). Rather, the influence of DAWs27 and MAWs28 on music 

making appears to be entangled in a becoming-with (Haraway, 2016) 

when for example both gestures and actions are musical and hardware 

specific (Bell, 2015). Each DAW or MAW setup becomes a specific 

environment or ecology of music intra-action. The embodiment of mu-

sical performance and the participatory aspects relate with the creation 

of musical meaning, a performative turn from the formalist view of mu-

sical meaning as inherent in a musical score (Maes et al., 2018).  

When composing with digital tablets, the workflow can become 

more individualized and thus avert the embodied and participatory as-

pects of music making (Huovinen & Rautanen, 2019). Also, composing 

with digital actants bypasses the live experience of musical perfor-

mance and listening (Kjus, 2018), thus meaning-making aspects of mu-

sic communication can pass directly from mentalization of musical 

ideas to recorded music. When MAWs are participants in music 

 
27 Digital Audio Workstation 
28 Mobile Audio Workstation 
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teaching and learning, time, space and place for music creation become 

fluid as the learner transgresses “inside” and “outside” of education, 

blending resources and influences of musical creation (Chen, 2017). 

Material and cultural actants that are engaged are thus not solely under 

the teacher’s “control” within the classroom ecology. Increasing con-

nections expand the rhizome of music composition education (Lum, 

2017). Moreover, proliferating digital possibilities expanding the music 

composition conceptualizations and compositional approaches 

(Folkestad et al., 1998; Martin, 2012; Winters, 2012) call for extended 

configurations within music education (Ojala, 2017; Paavola & 

Hakkarainen, 2009; Ruthmann & Hebert, 2012; Ward, 2009).  

ANT and Compositionism 

I will activate the notion of compositionism manifested by Latour 

(2010), as an onto-epistemological conception of educational practices 

in this study. It is by opening up the ANT sensibility (Fenwick & 

Edwards, 2013) to “matters of concern”, by moving beyond, behind, 

and within the partiality of “matters of fact” (Latour, 2004) while ac-

knowledging the frictions within a non-prescribed methodology, and 

the diaspora of research enactments that this study engages with com-

positionism. Activating compositionism is not to give up on ANT, but 

acknowledges the emerged dissonances in the concept while still pro-

gressing according to its impetus. Furthermore, compositionism, music 

composing, and composition are related concepts employed in the study 

that acknowledge music making activities’ entanglement with the re-

search approach (Latour, 1999, 2010; Sandvik, 2010) and its process. 

To further stress the research entanglements, the article itself is enacted 
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as a composition, lending some heading titles from the elements of a 

sonata form. 

The three words comprising the Actor-Network Theory concept, as 

well as the hyphen, are all debatable and perhaps even misleading when 

considering the digital world (Latour, 1999). For this study’s purpose 

especially the “network” part calls for a comment. In relation to the 

present digital life world the word “network” is most commonly asso-

ciated with the internet network and digital networks where information 

should flow free and unmediated. In an ANT network, however, this 

mediation or translation (Latour, 2005) or even intra-action (Barad, 

2007) is just what makes actants come into being through their relations. 

The mere transportation of uninterrupted information is not enough to 

make an actant within the ANT understanding of network. Rather, rhi-

zome would be a preferred signifier for connections within performa-

tive practices (Latour, 1999). This is a turn from preestablished actors 

explained by preestablished explanation, the already-in-place “social 

stuff” (Latour, 2005). Instead, these relations bring about agencies, 

emerging within this very mediation or intra-actions in performative 

activities. Groupings are fragile and mutable, thus, describing the act-

ants requires following the actants. The connections are made by and 

made durable by actants in play, hence not held together by “the social” 

as a reductivist explanation. For music education, this suggests that dig-

ital hardware/software are not merely artefacts. They are mediators 

(Latour, 2005), becoming actants, entangled with musical meaning-

making and affecting outcomes of compositional educational activities. 

Digital devices “from afar” will affect teacher planning and student 
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learning practices, and indeed, produce educational practices as socio-

material assemblages.  

Hence, enacting research within an activity also brings about agen-

cies. The compositionism impetus emerges as an onto-epistemology 

and as a sensibility to mediated relations in performative actions fram-

ing the composing, decomposing, and recomposing of sociomaterial 

mutable assemblages. To compose, i.e., to assemble heterogeneous 

things (Latour, 2010), is here immanent to both the student activity as 

well as the research approach. Compositionism engages an alternative 

to critique. To decompose also involves in extension to recompose, i.e., 

to tear down obligates to build anew.  

Creating methodological assemblages 

Following a post-qualitative inquiry, the terms “method” and “data” are 

refused (St. Pierre, 2019b), or radically challenged (Murris, 2022). Pre-

scribed research methods inflict rules with the risk of becoming limit-

ing, cutting into complex processes before they can be fully developed 

(Manning, 2015). Methods instead need to emerge with the practice 

studied as the research conducted is a part of creating the reality, they 

are entangled (St. Pierre, 2019a). Moreover, data collection implies that 

there is a reality “out there”, separate from “us”, that can be observed. 

However, this is not the case in posthumanist terms, as posthumanism 

assumes that we (humans) are entangled with “reality”, which is co-

produced in activities. In the process of creating a method for engaging 

with/within the classroom from a compositionism approach a scheme 

that resembles ethnographical methods emerged. Participant observa-

tions and fieldnotes as methods in ethnography attempt to provide 
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detailed descriptions of people and doings in their “natural” cultural en-

vironment (Harrison, 2018). However, given the posthumanist onto-

epistemology synthesis, the researcher and the researched activity are 

inseparable. Enacted practices of education become in entanglement 

with the research (Hultin, 2019). That is, my presence as a researcher 

intervenes and co-creates the activity. The creation and experimentation 

of/with method perform a cut that forms a duct for directing the inquiry, 

however still acknowledging the complexity of activities. By staying 

open to “the yet to come” to avert a delimiting of human/nonhuman 

activities, new modes of knowledge can emerge (Manning, 2015).  

Assembling music education 

When continuing the assembling process initiated in the classroom par-

ticipation, I watched the video recorded lessons and made selections on 

what to transcribe. These selections were made with regard to the dif-

ferent camera settings that were employed: lectures, groupings, individ-

ual students, and whole classroom view. The selections of transcripts 

reflect this variety of activities and practices in the classroom ecology. 

When transcribing the selected events multimodal transcription con-

ventions were considered as a possible method to generate analyzable 

data (Mondada, 2016). Within the multimodal transcription model, ges-

tures and actions are described, but in a unilateral direction (i.e., humans 

using tools), which is in contrast to post-anthropocentric understand-

ings. Also, gestures and actions are represented with symbols and signs 

which undermines the non-representationalism immanent to posthu-

manist understandings and post-qualitative inquiry (St. Pierre, 2019a). 

Herein a transcription scheme was created i.e., becoming-with 
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(Haraway, 2016) the recorded situations, text as entangled actant, em-

bodying rhythm and overlapping events. This transcription scheme is 

made with inspiration from and in intra-action with multimodal tran-

scripts and all involved actants that produced the research. 

The transcription process started with utterances made by human act-

ants and time indications. Then the bodily and material intra-actions 

were added with rhythm and event overlaps materialized as spatial vis-

ualizations. Lastly, “utterances” of nonhuman actants are attended to 

when meaning is mediated in relation with them; these are transcribed 

as material/cultural utterances. After the transcription table was com-

pleted for the selected parts, I proceeded with the assembling process 

of the activities. Within the assemblages, diffraction (Barad, 2007) is 

considered nonlinear effects that form a rhizome (Deleuze & Guattari, 

2013; Latour, 1999). Instead of network (Latour, 2010), rhizome signi-

fies the materialization of the activities studied. This is to recognize the 

nonlinear causality and diffractive effects of intra-actions and to invoke 

a sensitivity to differences and the yet to come (St. Pierre, 2019a), to 

avoid presumed outcomes. In order to follow the actants (Latour, 2005) 

and their mediating intra-actions and to compose assemblages, I trans-

formed the transcription table to a rhizomatic materialization as a spa-

tialization of unfolding textual engagements (Hasse, 2020). A per-

formative turn is made through my engagement with the transcribed 

events via the assemblage composing act. Decomposing the linear text 

and recomposing it to mediating actants and activity assemblages al-

lows for a recursive tracing of actants within the perpetual recomposing 

of activities. The performative turn is a post-qualitative creation of 

method and opens up a nonlinear understanding for meaning-making 
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intra-actions. To veer away from presumed linear causality of lesson 

planning and execution that in hindsight only seem to repeat itself via 

the linearity of transcriptions, the assemblage composition act is an at-

tempt at acknowledgement of all actants mediating capacities and find 

new modes of knowledge. 

Figure 1 exhibits the different functions and events in the composi-

tions. Frame A exhibits functions of actants and how they are attributed 

to rectangles with different framing and color of text. Functions of lines 

and arrows are also explicated. Frame B shows an example of how a 

translation of a textual selection to extraction of mediating cultural act-

ants (B1) and material actants (B2) were performed. Frame C exhibits 

examples of the arrows and how they display becomings in the assem-

blages in different forms.   
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Figure 1 

 

Composition symbol explanation 
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Following the intention of finding new modes of knowledge 

(Manning, 2015), actions and outcomes are treated as recursively form-

ing and transforming actants and the situated ecology, averting the vo-

lition of preestablishing causality through experiences with similar 

practices.  

When presented in printed form, the assemblages become fixed. 

However, mutability is signified by mediating connections and becom-

ings, as lines and arrows between actants. This is a situated event where 

all actants intra-act and mediate a specific outcome, although the out-

comes are not presumed. Composing mutable assemblages where in-

formation is mediated to a certain outcome or meaning can decompose, 

breaking into new groupings. They are re-assembled or recomposed to 

new meaning-making assemblages.  

Composition 1: The lecture assemblages 

Figure 2  is an example of the transcription table I created for transcrib-

ing lecture events in the classroom. The table shows time indications in 

the video, the teacher’s utterances (T), when someone else speaks, pu-

pils (P) or teacher assistant (TA), when nonhuman actants mediate and 

finally the sociomaterial relations or intra-actions that emerge. The rhi-

zomatic scheme of composing, decomposing and recomposing assem-

blages is presented in figure 3. For this lecture setting I placed the cam-

era in the back of the classroom, aimed towards the teacher area. The 

pupils were positioned in three rows of chairs with an aisle in the middle 

of them. They all faced the teacher. At the far end there was a Smart-

board hung on the middle of the wall and a projector connected to it in 

the ceiling. On the Smartboard the assignment (A) for the lesson was 
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projected: My national anthem. To the right of the Smartboard there 

was a desk with a computer (C) on it and to the right of the desk was 

the door to the hallway. In the far-right corner, there were two lockers. 

To the left of the Smartboard there was a door to the teachers’ office 

and to the far left a guitar on a guitar stand and a digital piano (Pi) where 

a teacher assistant was sitting. 

 

Figure 2 

 

Lecture transcription 
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Figure 3 

 

Composition 1: The lecture assemblages 
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Exposition 

In the transcribed part of the lecture, the verbal actions become the most 

frequent actant. In the recomposing act29 the utterances are thus dis-

played in the middle, building/creating the rhizome. Verbal actions in-

tra-act with cultural actants such as music theory and the assignment 

forming assemblages of emerging agencies. Piano as material actant is 

only intra-acted with as a referent and thus submerges very quickly. 

Other material actants such as the computer/smartboard/projector hy-

brid is mediating meaning throughout the selection. Verbal actions also, 

in relation with cultural actants and material hybrid, are what here make 

becomings. Teacher is one such becoming, student is another. Through 

the entire selection the cultural actant music theory is intra-acted with 

via verbal chord indications. The collective chord exercise is theoreti-

cal, and it is only in the very end sounding piano chords become an 

embodiment in the form of a hybrid of cultural, human, and material 

actants. 

The lecture assemblage is “controlled” by one more frequent actant, 

the formal teacher, and the composition’s verbal actions seems linear. 

However, the lecture becomes with the other actants and could have 

taken any number of forms. Nonlinearity does not mean that time is no 

more. The nonlinear causality understanding rather signifies recursive 

intra-acting actants and that several becomings emerge and coexist (De 

Landa, 1997; Ferrando, 2018) and decomposes, forming a perceived 

and performative time locality within the assemblage. The time locality 

is performed as recursive connections between material/human/cultural 

actants. The decomposing/recomposing of transcripts to assemblages 

 
29 See Figures 2 and 3. 
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unveils the actants in play. Where transcripts bring human utter-

ances/actions to the fore, assemblage compositions expose the intra-de-

pendency of all actants to unpredictable outcomes. 

Composition 2: The heterogeneity ensemble 

After the introductory lecture the pupils would start working with the 

assignment of composing an updated national anthem. They were free 

to work with whomever they wanted and to choose what available ma-

terial to engage with. In the first example, groupings were quite fluid 

and mutable with pupils coming and going and heterogeneous ideas 

popping up from a wide array of actants. Two pupils, P1 and P2, par-

ticipated during the entire selection. They had an iPad each and P2 also 

had a guitar. There were only pupils present, no teacher, during the en-

tirety of the recorded sequence.  

One camera was positioned at a small distance from P1 and P2. The 

camera became an actant when the pupils’ awareness of it made the 

assemblages form around this area. The workflow and sociomaterial in-

tra-actions also proffered an alteration in the transcription table as dis-

played in figures 4 and 5. Here, the headings indicate time indications, 

utterances by human actants, music as sounding actant, mediation by 

nonhumans and the sociomaterial relations emerging. Figure 6 shows 

the recomposing of the transcript to the rhizomatic assemblage compo-

sition. 
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Figure 4 
 

 

Assignment activity transcription 1 (part 1) 

 

 

 Time Spoken Music 

sounding 

(instrument 

relations) 

Material 

utterances 

Other 

sociomaterial 

relations 

02:02 P3: *sings* My 

name is [pupils 

name] and I have 

lived in a land 

 

*sings* My name 

is [pupils name] 

 

 

 

P4: what land? Do 

you have your own 

country or? 

P3: I don’t know. 

The national 

anthem… Sweden! 

 

P1: Then we have 

to change the 

music. That’s 

dumb. 

P3: Should we 

have the same 

lyrics too? 

P1: noo… that’s 

not allowed, but…  

P3: *sings* Du 

gamla du fria du 

fjällhöga nord du 

tysta du 

glädjerika… 

P4: When are we 

supposed to 

finish this? 

P3: *sings* 

…sköna 

 

P4: When are we 

supposed to 

finish this I 

asked! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

P3: I don’t know, 

trying to sing 

*sings* La, la, 

la, laa 

Melody of 

French 

national 

anthem 

 

Melody of 

French 

national 

anthem 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Melody of 

Russian 

national 

anthem 

 

 

 

Still 

singing 

same melody 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Still 

singing 

same melody 

French 

national 

anthem 

provides an 

example  

 

 

 

 

 

Variety of 

cultural 

signs 

provides 

mixing 

inspiration 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Mixed 

cultural and 

human 

actants form 

a hybrid 

example 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

IPad, guitar 

and 

assignment 

provides a 

flightline 

and other 

inspiration 

 

 

P1: sits down 

 

 

 

P1: picks up 

assignment 

paper from 

floor 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

P2: sits down 

P1, P4: 

fiddling with 

guitar 

sometimes 

looking at 

assignment 

paper, still 

listening to 

P3 

 

 

P2: opens 

Garageband on 

iPad and 

smart 

instrument, 

then looking 

at P3. 
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Figure 5 

 

Assignment activity transcription 1 (part 2) 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 02:48 *sings* Du gamla 

du fria du 

fjällhöga nord 

 

 

P1: Are you only 

allowed to use 

these? 

P2: yes 

P1: no!? 

P3: Hey! You 

should use Mario 

chords, in the 

climax, Mario 

chords. 

 

P1: yes 

P3: *sings* du du 

du duu duu du du du 

duu duu du du du 

duuuu 

P2: Mario chords 

P3: It’s like… in 

some way… it’s 

something that you 

borrow from minor 

It’s like a bit 

like wouu that 

makes it like…it’s 

misstreated in 

like epic metal 

which makes it 

like *sings* PAA 

PAA PAAAAA and 

then wooaaa 

P1: wooaaa 

Melody of 

Russian 

national 

anthem 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Melody from 

Mario bros 

video game 

 

 

 

 

Cultural 

hybrid 

example 

 

 

 

 

 

Cultural 

actant gives 

new ideas 

 

 

 

Video game 

from afar  

Piano gives 

embodiment 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

New genre 

ads to 

hybrid 

P3: sits 

down 

 

 

 

P1: holds 

out 

assignment 

paper 

 

 

P3: claps 

hands 

 

 

P3: 

mimicking 

playing on a 

piano 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Moves chair 

closer to P1 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Mimicking 

piano 

playing 

P5: joins 

the group 
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Figure 6 

 

Composition 2: The heterogeneity ensemble 
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Exposition 

Working in heterogenous groups the mutability of the assemblages be-

came palpable within this selection of the assignment activity. Verbal 

actions work in the background as intermediaries (Latour, 2005) from 

which actants emerge. Cultural actants are frequent in this selection and 

are intra-acted with in a variety of ways diffracting information through 

heterogenous human and cultural actants as new inspirations. Very few 

material actants are in play. The guitar is an actant when P1 and P2 in 

the beginning of the selection are alone, but the guitar submerges when 

P3 joins them and sings hybrids of national anthems.  

When P3 intra-acts with cultural actants it requires proficiency and 

previous knowledge in music making. P2, who mostly listens to P3, at 

one point picks up the iPad to get Garageband to help make sense of all 

the cultural actants in play and what they mean for the assignment. A 

variety of cultural actants holds the first assemblage together. When P2 

intra-acts with the iPad, Garageband and the assignment, assemblages 

are recomposed into new cultural actants in a simultaneous assemblage, 

as P3 continues singing. The two assemblages, however, decompose 

and recompose via P1 to form an assemblage of new cultural actants 

and all three human actants. 

The assemblage composition uncovers the mutability of activities. 

Also, this seemingly messy locality is structured via the changing as-

semblages that display meaning-making hybrids formed by the partici-

pating actants. In recomposing transcripts, these assemblages can ex-

pose forms of meaning-making that can be performed and activated in 

the classroom. 
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Composition 3: The duo/quartet multiplicity 

Composition 3 is the second example from an assignment activity. 

There were two pupils sitting at a table with one iPad each in front of 

them. They were working in relation with their individual iPad and Gar-

ageband, trying out chord progressions and also talking to each other 

during this activity. The camera was placed behind and between them 

giving a view of both iPads and actions performed. Here, the headings 

in the transcription table are the same as in the previous example; time 

indications, spoken by human actants, music sounding, material utter-

ances and other sociomaterial relations. The transcription from this se-

lection is displayed in figures 7 and 8, followed by the assemblage com-

position in figures 9 and 10. 
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Figure 7 

 

Assignment activity transcription 2 (part 1) 

 

 

 12:16 P1: I don’t know! I 

hate it! 

 

 

P3: Wait, are you 

recording? 

P2: Naa 

P3: You are! 

P2: No, this is 

just…this only 

makes a click. The 

red one…wait what? 

The red one 

records. 

 

 

P1: Or God, no 

wait…what!? 

 

 

 

P1: but wait. 

P2: Yes, hey check 

it out, my red 

records. The green 

only makes this 

beat. 

 

P1: Aaah 

 

P1: How do you 

erase then? 

P2: I think you go 

to this one and 

press. 

 

 

P2: And then you 

press on th… 

 

P2: eeh? 

 

 

 

 

Metronome 

click, C, C, 

C, C, F, F, F 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Count in 

click 

C, C, C, C 

 

 

 

 

Count in 

click 

C, C, C, C 

P2:Count in 

click C, C, 

C, C, F, F, 

F, F,  

Dm, Dm, Dm, 

Dm,  

G, G, G, G  

 

Metronome 

click 

 

 
Music 

theory 

embodied 

in 

software 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Align 

with 

playback 

bar 

 

 

 

 

Hardware 

offer 

interface 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

P2: Press 

play button 

 

 

 

 

P2: Stops 

play 

 

 

P1: press 

record 

 

 

P2: slides 

marker to 

start 

P2: press 

record 

 

P1: stops 

record P2: 

taps on 

chords 

P1: 

struggling 

with moving 

marker to 

beginning 

P2: press 

play 

P2: points 

to playback 

controls and 

marker. 

Press stop. 

Moves marker 

to 

beginning. 

 

 

 

P2: changes 

to track 

view. 

P1: changes 

to track 

view 

P2: taps on 

recorded 

track 

P1: press on 

recorded 

track 

P2: press 

‘delete’ in 

popup menu 

P1: press 

delete 
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Figure 8 

 

Assignment activity transcription 2 (part 2) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 19:45  

 

P1: How do you do 

that, so that you 

don’t have to 

hold? 

P3: put it here. 

P2: on four, I mean 

on either of them. 

P1: Either of 

them? 

P2: I mean, if you 

press on F 

 

 

 

 

 

P1: yes 

P2: So that you can 

(inaudible) 

P1: I don’t get it. 

P2: But you just 

did that, press 

and then ”I don’t 

get it”. 

P1: He…oh, if you 

now count to four, 

then it’s just 

one, two, three, 

four then one, 

two, three, four 

(counts out of 

sync) 

Well, I don’t 

know. 

C…> Am…> Em…> 

……………………> 

……………………> 

……………………> 

……………………> 

……………………> 

……………………> 

……………………> 

……………………> 

……………………> 

……………………> 

 

F…………………> 

………………… 

 

 

 

 
 

F………………… 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

F…………………> 

Am………………> 

……… 

Software 

mediate 

meaning 

to 

certain 

outcome 

P2: turns on 

autoplay 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

P2: turns 

autoplay off 

 

P2: turns on 

autoplay. 

Swithes 

between 

autoplay 

rhythms 

P2: Turns 

autoplay off 

P1: Presses 

F 

 

P1: turns 

autoplay off 

 

 

 
P1: turns 

autoplay on 

 

 

P1: turns 

autoplay off 

20:35 P2: okay, how does 

this sound? 

 

 

P1: It sounds 

good. 

P2: Now I erase 

this one, wait. 

 

P2: It doesn’t 

sound good. 

 

C……> F………> 

Em…> G………> 

C……> F………> 

…………………> 

…………………> 

…………………> 

…………………> 

…………………> 

…………………> 

…………………> 

Aligning 

with 

software 

function 

 

P2:turns 

autoplay on 
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Figure 9 

 

Composition 3: The duo/quartet multiplicity (part 1) 
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Figure 10 

 

Composition 3: The duo/quartet multiplicity (part 2) 

 

 

Exposition 

In this selection of activities, material actants are seemingly particular 

and small scale, constrained to functions within the software, as play 

buttons or autoplay. However, connections to the wider music technol-

ogy ecology affect these functions. All actants work within cultural 

ecologies, making them multiplicities through their connections.  

The first assemblage in the selection forms a musical outcome, or 

becoming, with cultural and material actants. The human actants also 

intra-act with material actants in the learning activity of getting to know 

or aligning with (Hasse, 2020) the software and hardware actants. The 

negotiations between material and human actants generate new musical 
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outcomes, becoming musical cultural actants, which are recursively in-

tra-acted with, that generate new assemblages. Outcomes and agencies 

that emerge also become specific to the iPad/Garageband/human hybrid 

especially palpable when the autoplay function is involved.  

An unequal level of proficiency is also present in composition 3. P2 

becomes a teacher when P1 asks about functions in Garageband, be-

coming student. There is, however, also an individual exploration of 

Garageband that coexists within the composition. The assemblages are 

aligning with the hardware/software and to some extent equalizing pro-

ficiency level in the last becoming in the selection when P2 teacher act-

ant submerges. 

Recapitulation 

The three compositions are examples of common activities and group-

ings that occurred during the four-week composing assignment period. 

Each assemblage is particular, and outcomes are irreducible, making 

generalization impossible. Also, each selection could have played out 

differently, depending on the diffractive outcomes of the intra-actions. 

Slight changes can make slight differences, or large differences in the 

outcomes. The compositions or schemes of connections and becomings 

in activities, also become actants that can be intra-acted with recur-

sively. They are performative; however, in this fixed form they become 

examples of fluid time frozen to enable elicitation of relations and what 

can become in learning activities involving digital actants. Hence, em-

bodiment and participatory aspects are versatile and intra-related within 

human/nonhuman assemblages, as well as meaning-making aspects be-

come diffracted and pluralistic. The versatility of outcomes becomes 
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pronounced in composition 2 and 3. Although the pupils were given the 

same assignment with a similar review lecture, outcomes differ depend-

ing on which mediating actants emerge in the assemblages, and which 

actants intra-act to diffractive effects. 

Extended meaning is generated when recomposing the transcription 

tables to nonlinear assemblages. When transcribing workflows in com-

plex activities to written text, causality can easily be read into the result. 

Utterances or actions emanating from one human make a certain effect 

that generates a certain outcome. To avert this linear thinking and pre-

conceived understanding of learning activities, the assemblages instead 

group actants that become mediators and their relations in the performa-

tive activities of composing music. The outcomes of these groupings 

are hybrids of mediators in fluid relation to each other that are per-

formed in nonlinear, “messy” activities.  

Material/cultural utterances were created in the transcription table as 

a way to speak through and as nonhumans (Adams & Thompson, 2016; 

Michael, 2004) to acknowledge and emphasize them as actants within 

activities. However, to turn away from the risk of anthropomorphizing 

things (Thompson & Adams, 2020), the performative act of recompos-

ing assemblage compositions actuates nonhumans within the hybrids 

and lets them do their work. Also, this actuates a turn from representa-

tion of the nonhuman to performative doings. The compositions can 

uncover and display the “flatness” of activities where human and non-

human equally become within the hybrid entanglement of which doings 

and outcomes are irreducible from. 
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Coda  

With compositionism the intent is to build, construct or compose some-

thing new from a critique of the formalist view of compositions (Maes, 

et al., 2018) as emerging from human singularities. The autopoietic 

(Haraway, 2016) understanding of music composing and its outcomes 

is insufficient. When digital actants are proliferating, extending, and in-

vading every practice we partake, they become mediators (Latour, 

2005) of new meanings. Engaging with compositionism is an attempt 

at finding new understandings in entangling research and art making 

practices to rupture preconceived understandings and allow complexi-

ties (MacLure, 2006) in learning activities. 

Although studies have acknowledged musical compositions for the 

affiliation between human, material, and/or cultural aspects (Brooker & 

Sharrock, 2016; Folkestad, 2004, 2006; Maes et al., 2018; Schmidt-

Jones, 2018), this study intensifies this relationality of compositions to 

sociomaterial hybrids. The duo/quartet multiplicity assemblages and its 

musical outcomes as irreducible to singular entities, emerges recursive 

engagements with previous experience in working with Garageband, 

music theory and/or music composition as actant. When there was lim-

ited previous experience, the enhancement/veiling of musical features 

in software (Jennings, 2007; Schmidt-Jones, 2018), reduced pupils to 

intermediaries, transporting information from one function in the soft-

ware to another. Learning becomes hardware/software specific and by-

passes the subject matter as becoming actant in activities. In this case 

learning becomes-with (Haraway, 2016) Garageband as teacher, gener-

ating the inexperienced learner’s outcomes as specific situated intra-

actions with the situated software. Gestures that are both musical and 
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hardware specific (Bell, 2015) allow for the emergence of agencies, ex-

periences, and embodiments other than traditional musical instruments. 

Also, previous experience entangles “inside/outside” of music educa-

tion (Chen, 2017) which further diffracts learning experiences from re-

cursive engagements with the same educational subject matter which 

becomes palpable in assemblages of composition 2 and 3. The expand-

ing multiverse, the rhizome of material possibilities (Ferrando, 2018; 

Lum, 2017) here becomes hybridized and specific, making the “equal” 

in music composition education an acknowledgement of personalized 

situated entanglements. 

Attentiveness to what the learning matter becomes within the hybrids 

when engaging digital hardware and software is of importance. By in-

viting more actants into the music composing activity, pupils in the het-

erogeneity ensemble intra-acted with the learning matter in different 

and diffractive ways. The pupils in the duo/quartet multiplicity are in-

stead involved entirely with the intra-actions in the hardware/software, 

making music composition learning limited to that specific assemblage. 

The extent to which the assignment is adapted to the hardware/software 

actant will also affect and delimit outcomes (Gemeinboeck, 2020). Pro-

posedly, two or several assignments to intra-act with, that change intra-

action patterns with the software could be available to extend possibil-

ities for all learners. The diffractive outcomes that emerge from differ-

ent hybrids can furthermore become part of the intended learning mat-

ter. Outcomes become actants that can be further intra-acted with in ex-

tended learning activities. Furthermore, material actants such as musi-

cal instruments can extend the digital intra-action to other embodied 
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experiences, and increase the affiliation possibilities (Folkestad, 2004, 

2006; Maes, et al., 2018; Schmidt-Jones, 2018). 

The nonlinear logics that emerge from the compositions of assem-

blages suggest a performative turn (Maes, et al., 2018) to understanding 

of composition outcomes. When learners with limited experience in 

creating music are involved in music composition activities, they need 

opportunities to engage with differentiated musical cultural and mate-

rial actants. To increase the experience of differentiated intra-actions 

with differentiated material and cultural actants, a pupil’s own musical 

ideas (Skolverket, 2018) can emerge as an actant in the matter/na-

ture/culture learning entanglement. Learners with more experience and 

proficiency are more likely to incorporate their past into the now to dif-

fracted outcomes although keeping their mediating capacity. Hard-

ware/software specific music composing can on the other hand be seen 

as extending possibilities (Folkestad, Hargreaves, & Lindstrom, 1998; 

Martin, 2012; Winters, 2012) of intra-action for both inexperienced and 

experienced learners when proficiency in traditional musical instru-

ments is not needed. Furthermore, learning the hardware/software 

(Brooker & Sharrock, 2016) will not obviate its capacity as mediating 

actant in situated hybrids of music composing. The duo/quartet multi-

plicity and the heterogeneity ensemble provide examples that features 

in digital music applications are not merely resources for human action 

(Bandlien & Selander, 2019), but actants in irreducible meaning-mak-

ing assemblages of music composing. 

Making meaning of diffractive outcomes of digital music composing 

activities as hybrids emerging from assemblages can become extended 

possibilities for teacher planning when inviting actants into play. In 
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addition, for learners in school, opportunities increase to become capa-

ble mediators in music composition activities, extending possibilities in 

the multiverse, if diverse musical actants are offered. 
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Recursive diffractions and intra-actions 

Provided the perpetual making and becoming of the world, knowledges and 

understandings emanating from research change and translate within the na-

ture-culture continuum (Braidotti, 2019). New engagements with actants such 

as research material and composition outcomes transform understandings for 

the relational process. Moreover, the fluidity of assemblages, as engaged with 

in this text, evades the summing up of fixed results (MacLure, 2006). Never-

theless, some intensities are manifested contingent to the post qualitative re-

search process. Thus, instead of a result summary, this chapter will include a 

recursive assemblage composition, intra-acting with other parts of the research 

material to discuss the meanings and learnings of the research. To recapitulate 

and make new diffractions I will reconnect via the music composition that I 

worked with during article 1 and also compose one more part of the classroom 

material as an assemblage composition30. 

When re-engaging with compositionism, the endeavor to make concrete 

research assemblages from the idea of composing, decomposing and recom-

posing spatializations of activities unfolds the complexity and unpredictability 

of activities. The compositions are situated and momentary, although por-

trayed in a fixed spatialization. As such, they are examples of relational work-

flows of sociomaterial intra-actions. Workflows that find temporary stability 

are agential cuts (Barad, 2007) that produces different outcomes each time, 

although conditions appear to be the same. The diversity of outcomes as con-

tingent to the cyborg hybrid becomes palpable in the studies, manifested 

through the narratives in professional contexts and in educational settings in 

 
30 See also Compositionism and digital music composition education (Article 2) 
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the assemblage compositions. Diversity is not always and foremost about the 

tangible differences categorized by a reductionist desideratum to comprehend 

complexities, which is all well and good in an everyday sensemaking of the 

world. The cyborg hybrid instead acknowledges the small variations actuated 

by diffraction which holds significance to meaning making in a learning situ-

ation. Appreciating these differences and avoiding reductive classifications 

(Braidotti, 2019), can unfold lesson planning that capacitates learners in ac-

tivities of creating music as bifurcations with their subjective expanding rhi-

zome and thus entangle diversity with learning specific practices (Folkestad, 

2004; 2006) and different forms of composing (Stauffer, 2013; Tobias, 2013). 

Diversity in composing music is produced by disruptions in the predeter-

mined and preconceived causal workflow that a school assignment can pur-

port. Blurring the boundaries of object and subject, to enact the cyborg figure, 

human and nonhuman actants disrupts and aligns in a perpetual reassembling. 

In the duo/quartet multiplicity31, Pupil 1 is desperately seeking to disrupt the 

predetermined dictated by Garageband to find a preferred sound. However, 

Pupil 1 is stuck in the assemblage where there are no other actants to find 

alignment with and turns to Pupil 2. As Pupil 2 has already aligned with Gar-

ageband, disruptions are produced when the sounding music is disapproved 

of. Nonhuman disruptions are frequent in my own composing process32 as 

well. When clashing with Gestrument, my comfort and contentment with an 

incorporated composing mode is disrupted by the nonhuman actant, rupturing 

the subject/object boundaries to reassemble new hybrids. The breaching of the 

subject/object duality (Pio, 2015) is crucial to learning in digital composing 

situations. Disruptions and alignments are reproduced when the rhizome ex-

pands, with experience. To enact a viable composing activity, the teacher’s 

 
31 Compositionism and digital music composition education (Article 2) pp. 115-120 
32 Cyborg learners: Becoming-with in the ecology of digital music composition (Article 1) 
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experience needs to be actuated as an actant in a postdidaktik setting, which I 

will discuss further on.33 

In the following, an additional assemblage is composed from a sequence of 

the classroom study to engage with the recursive understandings emerged 

through the research process, to enact further disruptions, diffractions, and 

alignments. This section is a revisit to some of the pupils that worked in the 

heterogeneity ensemble-composition later on in their process.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
33 See Postdidaktik innuendos in Anthropocene pp. 140-146 
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Assignment 
Composer 

Assignment 

Music theory 

Where did you find 

brass instruments 

You, where did you 

find wind instruments? 

But who is it that has 

brass instruments? Where 

did he find them? 

World instruments? He he. 

For me they were here, 

and then you can press 

on more instruments. 

But it can be in piano 
Is that brass? 

It is piano. And then other. 

Paper, paper, paper. 

Garageband 

Pupil 1 

Learner 

iPad 

Pupil 2 

Teacher 

Musical instru-

ments 

Garageband features 

Garageband 

iPad 

Pupil 1 

Assignment 

iPhone 

How long are your lyrics? 

I had two-three sentences 

But how many words did you have? 

Twenty 
Can I listen? 

Computer 

Pupil 3 
Pupil 2 

Singing 

You play around with the 

instruments and you can 

make anything except a 

national anthem. Listen 

to this. 

Autoplay 

Record button 

Music theory 

Assignment 

C……> F………> 

Am…> G………> 

C……> Dm……> 

G……> C………>  
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Here, the work flows in and out of human-ensemble-hybrid and human-

solo-hybrid configurations. The iPad/Garageband hybrid becomes a more fre-

quent actant in this section, which focuses the pupils to composing in human-

solo-hybrid. Becoming composer occurs when pupil 1 engages with the as-

signment concomitantly as a material and cultural hybrid. Writing down the 

chord progression that is already conceived in Garageband, as a task to be 

completed, submerges the assignment actant and recording in/with the hard-

ware/software takes over. When autoplay is activated, a new agential cut is 

made. The assignment is again actuated, and a musical outcome emerges 

through this temporary stability. 

What becomes apparent through the described reenactment of composing 

assemblages is the transformative turns the workflow takes when agential cuts 

are performed in transversal events. Standardization and certainty are hard, if 

not impossible to attain. Knowledge as situated practice is a recreation of as-

semblages each encounter of actants in the ecology, transforming the activity. 

The musical outcome is performed through and within these agential cuts, and 

as such contingent to them. The outcome also becomes a temporary stability 

as it emerges as an actant that is recursively intra-acted with. New knowledges 

emanate from these situated activities, creating unpredictable expansions of 

the rhizome. However, unpredictability is contingent to the local ecology and 

diverse outcomes hence are enfolded within this ecology and actuated by its 

emerging actants. In other words, diversity in diffracted outcomes is in music 

education activities musical ones, contingent to the ecology.  

Entangling meanings 

Meanings that emerge from engagement with the two studies are diverse, how-

ever entangled. Stability/instability of assemblages is one meaning that 

emerge as an implication of intra-actions within the music composing ecol-

ogy. In the classroom, with the given age-group of teenagers, evidently with 
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quite a wide range of prior experiences with composing music, the stability/in-

stability continuity becomes pronounced. For pupils with limited experience 

in music composing practices, a limited range of actants proffered a more sta-

ble assemblage, for example in the duo/quartet multiplicity.34 Pupils with more 

experience tends to seek out actants, both cultural and material, in order to 

widen the possible intra-actions and the creative workflow.35 Sometimes pu-

pils with limited experience in music composing were involved in these as-

semblages of seeking out of actants. When assemblages transformed in a high 

speed with wide diffraction patterns, these pupils become submerging actants 

in their own process. This can leave way for the hardware/software to act as 

an actant that permeates the composing process, i.e., the pupil aligns with a 

material actant rather than with a music composing process. The flat ontology 

of ANT, or the non-hierarchal approach to activities could be seen as chal-

lenged when one actant takes power domination over the process. However, 

in the terminology of ANT this rather offers a change of function in the as-

semblages, as mediator or as intermediary. A mediator is an actant that trans-

forms information. When inexperienced pupils are solely left to a hard-

ware/software actant they can become intermediaries, transporting infor-

mation without transforming it to some extent. 

As for my own composing process and alignment with Gestrument36 stabil-

ity/instability of assemblages are acting as actants. With a long experience of 

composing music, past processes and compositions are actants that I recur-

sively intra-act with, forming a style of composing. When Gestrument is in-

vited to the process it is more or less a matter to cause disarrangement, to 

generate new thought. My experience allows me to play with the stability/in-

stability continuity for a creative workflow. Overall, the assemblages that en-

compass my composing process rendered the musical score an intra-acting 

 
34 See Composition 3: The duo/quartet multiplicity 
35 See for example Composition 2: The heterogeneity ensemble and Recursive diffractions and 

intra-actions  
36 See Cyborg learners: Becoming-with in the ecology of digital music composition (Article 1) 
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plan for the musician, capturing linear and non-linear musical modes.37 When 

the composing process proceeded, Garageband was incorporated as a linear 

digital actant. The composition became an unstable agential cut, a hybridity 

of dissonances and consonances in the creation/negotiation process. Inviting 

Garageband meant a visual linear trigger for music perception convergent to 

my so far learned music perception and mentalization. Also, the two research 

studies and the processes involved create bifurcations between them via digi-

tal actants, producing diffractions as increasing possibilities and expanding 

connections in the rhizome.  

Actants are, in this argument, parts of an ecology of situated practice. In an 

ecology, all entities are intra-dependent. If one entity fails, the whole system 

transforms or fails. Intra-acting is a situated practice and a temporal embodied 

event. Actants need to be present to be intra-acted with. ‘Present’ in this sense 

can also refer to a non-material actant such as music theory or former experi-

ence of composing. When actants are limited, as for example the inexperi-

enced learner, the prescribed actants of the educational situation can become 

directing. Few prior engagements with music composing limit the capability 

of the student to form possibilities of becomings. This ‘shortcoming’ of 

providing multiplicity (keeping in mind that all actants also are multiplicities) 

is augmented when the digital actants permeates the process. Attentiveness to 

actants as mediators is of importance for music teachers in their lesson plan-

ning and lesson execution processes. Asking questions about diffraction pat-

terns that certain hardware/software actants can produce and highlight aware-

ness of them in composing processes can help the probability to engage with 

unpredictable outcomes for further intra-actions and learning. Providing mul-

tiple cultural and material actants to the composing activity, increasing the 

intra-action possibilities, could also contribute to extended learning. 

 
37 See Appendix 1 
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When the a/r/tographical research concerning my composing process is re-

lated to the classroom events, the artist/researcher/teacher entanglement wid-

ens the understandings of events. The intention to align with new actants gives 

possibilities to release from old procedures, perhaps similar to learning to play 

a new instrument. Presumptions need to be challenged in order to find new 

meanings. In this case, recognizing the relational workflow in both student 

activities and the professional composer activity give increased possibilities 

to form learning situations which capacitate learners. One-sided linear visual 

triggers to music perception, or digital actants as single companions in the 

composing process limit possibilities of disruptions and alignments, disso-

nances, and consonances in the continual recomposing of the world. Recog-

nizing the relational process also means incorporating the a/r/tographical 

meaning of identities. The teacher making art affects education through in-

quiry into these activities, thus entangling meaning-making composing pro-

cesses with teaching and learning. 
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Postdidaktik innuendos in Anthropocene 

Humans, as the dominating species on the planet has affected it through ex-

ploitations of other species and of nature for constructing their living space, 

to the extent that the geological age of Anthropocene has been suggested 

(Haraway, 2016; Ulmer, 2017). As a critique of environmental pollution and 

biodiversity loss the Anthropocene can highlight the destructive impact hu-

mans have inflicted when seeing us as a superior user of the world. However, 

the anthropocentric tenor inherent in the term, circumvents the sociomaterial 

relationality in becoming-with of phenomena (Braidotti, 2019). The presump-

tion of humans as sole holder of intentional agency common in the humanities, 

emphasizes the ontological turn needed for re-entangling the human with the 

world. Here, within a didaktik research project, the presumption of Anthropo-

cene triggers the plead to an onto-epistemological turn by discussing the term 

postdidaktik as a cohesive concept, entangling the learnings from the two stud-

ies. 

Given the proposal for a postdidaktik38, the two studies produced some in-

sights into what such a practice could become. General didaktik as planning, 

enactment, and analysis of educational activities (Englund, 2007; Hopmann, 

2007; Klafki, 1995), extended as postdidaktik, needs a practical explication. 

As knowledge and learning in post-theories are purported as situated in local 

ecologies and as being made in sympoiesis (Haraway, 2016), an implication 

is that claims and proposals that are made for a postdidaktik is contingent to a 

specific school subject, as in subject didaktik (Caillot, 2007; Ferm, 2004; 

Gundem, 2008). Connected to the local ecologies of music composing 

 
38 See Previous research and Postdidaktik pp. 22-29 
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education in this case, a subject postdidaktik emerges; expanding, diffracting, 

and entangling music didaktik as both art expression and academic discipline 

(Nielsen, 1998; 2005). Supposedly needed changes in teaching practices that 

digital hardware/software amplifies (Cuban, 2013) are here envisaged as be-

ing made in sympoiesis and entangled within an ecology of cultural conven-

tions and material conditions. Initiation of the proposal will address some 

basic posthumanist assumptions as prerequisites for a general postdidaktik, 

continuing with a more concrete amplification of music composing subject 

postdidaktik. 

There are some assumptions that need to be considered when proposing a 

postdidaktik(-al) turn in relation to traditional didaktik, starting in the socio-

material postulate of posthumanism as post-anthropocentric. Learning and 

knowledge production is an ultra-social (Hasse, 2020) activity, becoming-

with (Haraway, 2016) the world. This presumption transgesses education and 

learning understood as an one-directional intermediation of a subject content 

between human actors, teacher to student. Hence, what is proposed is not an 

extended didactical triangle as a model for educational practices (Selander, 

2017; Öhman, 2014) as it becomes too limiting to perform a post-

anthropocentric turn. Rather, another signification for the bricolages that 

produce learning practices and vice versa is needed. In lieu of the 

representational didactical triangle model, the performative shapeshifting 

cyborg image (Haraway, 1990) is suggested. Evoking the cyborg figure as the 

bricolage of education, the impermanent assemblages that concomitantly 

produces the educational activity and learning outcomes as 

media/nature/cultural subjects (Braidotti, 2019) amplifies the co-construction 

of knowledges. Identifying the human, material and cultural actants involved 

as affecting learning outcomes, allows for assembling of mediating actants 

within activities where the teacher also becomes a segment of this assembly. 

Furthermore, beyond addressing post-anthropocentrism, the shapeshifting 

cyborg embeds another posthumanist assumption into its figure, multiplicity 
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through diffraction. Actants are multiplicities composed of multiplicities. A 

musical instrument for example, is an artefact generated through multiple in-

tra-actions between actants of matter/nature/culture far away and near in time 

and space (Latour, 1996). A human actant in an educational setting brings with 

her experiences, knowledges, identities and so forth, unique to her as a multi-

plicity. Connections in activities are transversal and nonlinear, meaning that 

they can cross mediating actants in unpredictable routes and that knowledge 

development cannot be anticipated in a causal hierarchical trajectory, similar 

for all. In a pluralistic educational ecology, the connections are made through 

intra-action with material and cultural actants as well as with human actants, 

causing diffraction through the uniqueness of actants and the uniqueness of 

assemblages these actants compose. As the teacher brings more experiences 

of intra-actions with music composing practices into the ecology of education, 

identifying diffractive effects through multiplicities becomes part of educa-

tional analysis in postdidaktik. Or rather, recognizing the shapeshifting cy-

borg(s) of/in music composition education could be a workflow for teachers 

to identify learning processes of multiple multiplicities, and recognizing the 

differences in the similar. 

Thirdly, the impermanence of assemblages, within the perpetual becoming 

of the world, is incorporated into the shapeshifter cyborg of music education. 

The fluid quality of music learning activities, where knowledges are produced 

through the negotiations and renegotiations between actants, veer away from 

fixity of lesson design. Learning activities need to some extent be recomposed 

each time, to the emerging ecology of situated actants. The impermanency of 

activities can congruently be composed as flows of energy directed in different 

directions associated with the ecology while simultaneously taking diffraction 

in intra-action with various actants into account. 

Lastly, in addressing the meaning of posthumanism in posthumanism, the 

techno-centrism of the sociomaterial intensity is here problematised. As a cri-

tique of humanism’s modelling of the human as the western enlightened male 
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is the foundational assumption of posthumanism, gendered effects (Braidotti, 

2019) ethnicity, class, and hidden patriarchal power structures (Haraway, 

1992) need to be considered when proposing a postdidaktik. When research-

ing music composing in educational settings with posthumanism as onto-epis-

temological partner, post-anthropocentrism, multiplicity, and impermanence 

are embedded in the composing and recomposing of assemblages. Inequality 

effects are not addressed in the studies, in part due to ethical considerations 

and the integrity of the research participants, in part due to the sociomaterial 

approach of the research. However, inquiry into learning activities via com-

positionism could also elicit inequalities as actants, when they emerge. Post-

didaktik as teacher practice should identify inequalities and compensate for 

negative effects and concomitantly proffer multiplicity as a positive outcome, 

specifically when digital hardware software are participants in performative 

practices (Armstrong, 2011; Jonasson, 2020). 

Postlude: postdidaktik made concrete 

Planning unpredictable processes seems to be a contradiction. When produc-

ing outcomes from educational activities where personal musical ideas are part 

of the subject matter, unpredictability is however inevitable and perhaps also 

desirable. In the following, an endeavour to make the initiating assumptions 

for a postdidaktik concrete in music teacher lesson planning is undertaken, 

inviting unpredictability as an impulsion for extended learning. Teaching, un-

derstood as mediating knowledges and central to a teacher’s doings, in a post-

didaktik ultra-social (Hasse, 2020) setting will metamorphosize. When non-

human participants mediate learning, teaching is made through and within ma-

terial and cultural actants. Much as learning to play an instrument, digital act-

ants can be learned, or aligned with, to get to know them. However, it is not a 

causal trajectory from knowing what digital actants can do, to implementing 

this trajectory to each learner. The messiness in learning situations emerges 
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when each learner brings with them a multiplicity to the intra-action, to the 

meeting of the digital actant. Moreover, other actants are in play. Musical in-

struments and cultural actants, genre conventions and such, are all intra-acted 

with in diverse modes, as multiplicities meet. Teaching in this sense becomes 

a diversified and diffracted endeavour. Complex, however aiming at equality. 

Scene from a classroom: 20 bent necks over 20 iPad screens. 20 pair of 

headphones incapsulate and fortify the 20 islands of music making cyborgs 

sitting in front and around me in the classroom. A situation that is quite nice 

for a music teacher making complete silence possible although full activity is 

in progress. This scene can appear disembodied and solitaire and even de-

tached from educational efforts in music making. However, preceding this 

digitalised activity the students have initiated melodies on pianos, from their 

own ideas, but with music theory as a guide, key, time, rhythm, and notation. 

Examples of melody construction from a few different genres were presented 

by me after this initial melody creation activity, diffracting the students’ ideas 

through yet another invited partner of creativity. Actually, inside the iPads the 

becoming cyborg composers are aligning with two different applications that 

display music events in various modes. To further build experience each stu-

dent has the task to record a peer’s notated melody. All these partners that are 

invited into the music making activity become actants that further mediates 

the students’ compositions into diversified outcomes. Occasionally, the stu-

dents are encouraged to try out ideas on an instrument to build multiplied ex-

perience of music engagements. I get the chance to listen to each creation in-

dividually and students sometimes listen to each other’s compositions, choos-

ing who/what to engage with. I can follow how the compositions changes 

through inspirations from peers, from software, from my teaching. Actants are 

distributed to multiply possibilities and multiplicity is the outcome. 

Exposition: The scene above is an example from a performative activity 

where music composing via diversified actants is the subject matter. The post-

anthropocentric assumption implicates an entangled relation between learning 
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and actants in play. For digital music composition this is of importance since 

learning can be localised to one single digital actant. Multiplicity of actants, 

giving opportunities for multiple intra-actions is an onset for learning in this 

sense. Introducing multiple material actants by letting all learners intra-act 

with them, for example piano for trying out chord progressions and audio re-

cording of singing invented melodies, before the digital actant is invited. Pref-

erably, and if possible, multiple (or a couple of) digital actants that display 

music in diverse modes could be provided. This can help all students, not just 

the previously experienced ones, to seek out actants when they are presented 

with multiple opportunities, made accessible simultaneously (Allsup, 2013). 

Furthermore, selections of cultural actants can be introduced as intra-action 

possibilities, chord progressions from diverse genre conventions, rap beats, 

song phrase construction, musical notation, and so forth. When providing di-

verse modes of intra-acting with music composing, the risk of reducing the 

student to an intermediary within the digital actants can be averted, or at least 

challanged. Also, an equilibrium of embodied/disembodied musical experi-

ence (Thorgersen, 2020; Thwaites, 2014; Winters, 2012) could be attained. 

The digital actants should provide accessibility to multiple genres and modes 

of composing (Crow, 2006; Folkestad et al., 1998; Winters, 2012).  

All these actants are introduced to students in accessible renderings distrib-

uted over several lessons, intermingled with student compositional work. The 

assignment also needs to cohere to the diversity and multiplicity assumption. 

When distributing cultural and material actants, a variety of potential work-

flows should be incorporated. Compositional conceptualisations could be em-

phasized and provided by digital actants (Cain, 2004; Martin, 2012). The as-

signment can thus assemble a shapeshifting cyborg which qualifies personal 

expression as motivational sentiment among students (Bolden, 2009; Hogenes 

et al., 2015) and subject matter learning (Bandlien & Selander, 2019). 

Coda: Multiple engagements and relations will create impermanent assem-

blages as shapeshifting cyborgs diffracting into multiple experiences. The flux 
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and fluidity of assemblages could be envisaged as an asset to avert reductionist 

desires, restraining musical expression. Multiplicity could be set in motion for 

extended learning via all participating actants. For example, acknowledging 

the outcomes of the multiple engagements performed by the student/cyborg 

actants and diffracting them further for extended learning can be enacted 

through peer intra-actions with each other’s outcomes, the becoming hybrid 

actants, which are then impermanently diffracted. By playing a melody no-

tated by a peer or recording a chord progression created by a peer, further 

diffracts experiences of music expression, and balances the sociomaterial re-

lational workflow (Huovinen & Rautanen, 2019). Experiencing peer musical 

composition expressions is a recognition of student performance which can 

further capacitate learners as becoming cyborg composers. 

Further research suggestions 

When the studies were assembled into the thesis as a weave of transversal 

connections, the suggestion of a postdidaktik emerged. From this weave, ques-

tions arose of how the non-reductionist performative approach to educational 

practices could be enacted. A practical inquiry into planning, enactment, and 

analysis of lessons concerning music composing education within the afore-

mentioned postdidaktik understanding would be of interest. Further research 

on postdidaktik could incorporate the basic assumptions of posthumanism into 

practical lesson planning. Also, enacting learning activities or constructing the 

shapeshifter cyborg as music education is inquiry into what lesson planning 

can become. Furthermore, research on lesson planning incorporates assump-

tions about how learning takes form and how learning events can be discerned. 

Within the understanding where emerging assemblages of actants construct 

and reconstruct participants into shapeshifter cyborgs in impermanence, 

events forming local situated knowledges require further research. When 

learning becomes diverse events, complexity increases and evokes questions 
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of what a non-reductionist approach to music education can be. Research on 

if and how this perspective could be beneficial for learning in compositional 

activities with digital actants in enacted music education is needed.  

The tentative research methods and concepts in the studies could also be 

diffracted through further inquiry. For example, assemblage compositions 

could be further explored for the capacity as performative analytical approach 

of situated educational activities. Events and actants, apart from learning mat-

ter and teacher, evidently affect learning processes. Assemblages could pro-

duce understandings for outcomes of education encompassing the wholeness 

of learning ecologies.  

Material utterances, used in the transcription tables as a duct for nonhuman 

actants mediating actions, could be productive for exploring meaning-making 

faculties. When human and nonhuman actants are forming outcomes in a flat 

ontology, agency-as-phenomena should be explored for capacitating nonhu-

man action with/through the human and how learning can be understood in 

relation to nonhuman actants. The duct of material utterances could enable 

researchers to talk with and as material actants to re-entangle matter into un-

derstandings of learning outcomes. 
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Appendix 2 
Informerat samtycke 

 

2019-10-11 

Till vårdnadshavare och elever i årskurs 9 vid XX-skolan. 
Jag heter Jonas Asplund och är doktorand vid Stockholms universitet, institut-

ionen för de humanistiska och samhällsvetenskapliga ämnenas didaktik 

(HSD). Jag skriver en licentiatavhandling med anknytning till musikundervis-

ning, komposition och digitala verktyg. Syftet är att ta reda på hur digitala 

verktyg, musikinstrument, genrekunskap, elever, lärare m.m. samspelar i 

undervisning och skapande inom musikkomposition. Jag kommer att obser-

vera och videofilma lektioner, intervjua ett urval elever (spela in endast ljud) 

och kopiera kompositionerna som de intervjuade eleverna skapat. 

Jag behöver ditt barns tillåtelse att göra ljud-/videoinspelningar, kopiera ele-

vens arbeten samt för att intervjua dem (Barn äldre än 15 år får själva skriva 

under samtycke, vårdnadshavare informeras). Materialet kommer att behand-

las konfidentiellt, dvs. elevernas, lärarens och skolans namn kommer att vara 

anonyma. Om eleven väljer att delta i undersökningen, kan du och/eller eleven 

när som helst avbryta deltagandet utan närmare motivering. Det insamlade 

materialet kommer endast att användas i vetenskapligt syfte och inte lämnas 

ut till utomstående. Materialet kommer dock att arkiveras vid Institutionen för 

de humanistiska och samhällsvetenskapliga ämnenas didaktik under minst tio 

år. Stockholms universitet är personuppgiftsansvarigt för alla personuppgifter. 

Om eleven inte önskar delta i undersökningen respekterar jag naturligtvis det. 

Jag ber eleven fylla i nedanstående talong och lämna den till XX senast den 

25/10 2019.  

Om du har några frågor eller funderingar angående mitt besök i klassen, är du 

välkommen att höra av dig. Min e-mailadress är: jonas.asplund@hsd.su.se 

Hälsningar  

Jonas Asplund 

 

 

 

Elevens namn: 

________________________________________________________

___________________  

Jag vill delta i undersökningen. 

 

Jag vill inte delta i undersökningen.   
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Informationsbrev om samtycke att delta i 
en forskningsundersökning 
 

Till vårdnadshavare och elever i årskurs 9 på XX-skolan 
 

 

1. Inledande information  
 

Jag heter Jonas Asplund och är doktorand vid Stockholms universitet, institut-

ionen för de humanistiska och samhällsvetenskapliga ämnenas didaktik. Jag 

har jobbat som musiklärare sedan 2001 och genomför nu en forskningsstudie 

om musikundervisning med fokus på komposition och musikskapande med 

digitala verktyg. I det följande får Du information om syftet med undersök-

ningen, hur den kommer att genomföras samt vad det innebär för Dig. Du 

tillfrågas härmed om deltagande i denna undersökning. 

 

 

            

2. Information om undersökningen 
 

Syftet med undersökningen är att ta reda på hur digitala verktyg, musikinstru-

ment, genrekunskap, elever, lärare m.m. samspelar i undervisning och skap-

ande inom musikkomposition. Att försöka förstå samband mellan de digitala 

verktyg som används och undervisning och musikskapande är en viktig del i 

att utveckla musikundervisning som är relevant för dagens samhälle och i 

framtiden. 

 

I det följande beskriver jag de metoder för datainsamling jag ska använda och 

hur det praktiska genomförandet kommer att ske. 
 

a) I undersökningen ingår alla klasser årskurs 9 på skolan. Urvalet har gjorts 

genom att välja de klasser som genomför ett mer omfattande musikskapande-

moment, vilket alla årskurs 9 gör från och med v.45. Ditt deltagande i under-

sökningen är helt frivilligt. Du kan när som helst avbryta ditt deltagande utan 

närmare motivering. 

 

b) Från och med v.45 kommer jag att genomföra observationer av lektionerna. 

Det innebär att jag kommer vara med under lektionerna och titta på vad ni 

jobbar med. Lektionerna kommer att filmas. Efter arbetsområdets slut vill jag 

intervjua några elever. Urvalet av elever för intervju kommer jag att göra un-

der observationerna. Intervjuerna kommer att spelas in (endast ljud). Jag 
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önskar också tillgång till de kompositioner som de elever som ska intervjuas 

skapat. Även musiklärarna kommer att intervjuas.  

 

c) Det insamlade materialet kommer att transkriberas och analyseras med ut-

gångspunkt i en nätverksteori som kallas Actor Network-Theory (ANT) som 

undersökningen grundar sig i. Allt material kommer endast att användas av 

forskaren i vetenskapligt syfte och förvaras inlåst på universitetet. Det insam-

lade materialet kommer att arkiveras under tio år. Det kommer dock aldrig att 

lämnas ut till utomstående. Stockholms universitet är personuppgiftsansvarig 

för personuppgifterna. 

            

Undersökningen kommer att presenteras i form av en licentiatavhandling vid 

Stockholms universitet. 

 

3. Avslutande information  
 

Ytterligare upplysningar lämnas av nedanstående ansvariga. 

 

Stockholm 2019-10-11 

 

Ansvarig forskare: 

Jonas Asplund  

jonas.asplund@hsd.su.se 

 

Ansvarig handledare 

Ketil Thorgersen 

ketil.thorgersen@hsd.su.se 
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